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ABSTRACT
This report describes Phases C and E of the "Space Shuttle Auxiliary
Propulsion System Design Study", Contract NAS 9-12013. The objective of this
study was to fully define the competing Auxiliary Propulsion concepts and to com-
pare them on the basis of selection criteria such as weight, reliability and
technology requirements. Propulsion systems using both cryogenic oxygen/hydrogen
and earth storable propellants were considered. The main thrust of the cryogenic
effort was focused on the detailed design and operating analysis for gaseous,
oxygen/hydrogen Reaction Control Systems (RCS). The effort described in this
report broadened the study by evaluating the potential of both monopropellant
and bipropellant earth storable reaction control systems. The fundamental concepts
evaluated in this phase were:
1. Monopropellant and bipropellant systems installed integrally
within the vehicle
2. Monopropellant and bipropellant systems installed modularly
in nose and wing tip pods
3. Monopropellant and bipropellant systems installed modularly
in nose and fuselage pods.
Numerous design variations within these three concepts were evaluated.
This report provides the results of system design analysis and compares various
means of implementing each of the concepts. The final comparisons of alternate
systems indicate the following:
1. Considerations of safety and ease of maintenance eliminate integral
systems from contention.
2. No significant weight difference exists between systems employing
modular wing tip pods and analogous modular fuselage pod systems.
3. The weight penalty for a modularized monopropellant RCS relative to a
modularized bipropellant RCS is on the order of 2500 Ibm.
4. The weight penalty for a modularized bipropellant RCS used for all
maneuvers relative to a modularized bipropellant RCS coupled with a
dedicated QMS is approximately 600 Ibm.
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1. INTRODUCTION
To provide the technology base necessary for design of the Space Shuttle,
NASA has sponsored a number of technology programs related to Auxiliary Propul-
sion Systems (APS). Among such programs has been a series of design studies
intended to provide the system design data necessary for selection of'preferred
system concepts, and to delineate requirements for complementing component
design and test programs. The first of these system study programs considered
V
a broad spectrum of system concepts but, because of high vehicle impulse require-
ments coupled with safety, reuse, and logistics considerations, only cryogenic
oxygen and hydrogen were considered as a propellant combination. Additionally,
unknowns in thruster pulse mode ignition and concern over the distribution of
cryogenic liquids served to eliminate liquid-liquid feed systems from the list
of candidate concepts. Therefore, only systems which delivered propellants
to the thrusters in a gaseous state were considered for the Reaction Control
System (RCS). The results of these initial studies, reported in References
A through D, indicated that among the many options for design of a gaseous
oxygen/hydrogen system, an approach using heat exchangers to thermally condi-
tion the propellants and turbopumps to provide system operating pressure would
best satisfy requirements for a fully reusable Space Shuttle. These studies
focused attention on this general system type but did not examine in depth
several viable approaches for turbopump system design and control. To fill
this need NASA contracted with McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company-East
(MDAC-E) in July 1971 for additional study of Space Shuttle Auxiliary Pro-
pulsion Systems. This contract (NAS 9-12013) titled "Space Shuttle Auxiliary
Propulsion System Design Study", was under the technical direction of Mr.
Darrell Kendrick, Propulsion and Power Division, Manned Spacecraft Center,
Houston, Texas.
As originally defined, this design study was a five phase program consid-
ering only oxygen and hydrogen propellants. Reference E provides an Executive
V
Summary °f program results, and Reference F describes in detail the program
plan for each of the five program phases listed below:
1. Phase A-Requirements Definition
2. Phase B-Candidate RCS Concept Comparisons
3. Phase C-RCS/OMS Integration
4. Phase D-Special RCS Studies
5. Phase E-System Dynamic Performance Analysis
1-1
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Phase A defined all design and operating requirements for the APS. The
results of this phase (which are documented in Reference G) showed that
requirements for the booster and orbiter stages w«re sufficiently similar to
allow concentration of all design effort on the orbiter stage as the results
obtained would be applicable to fly-back-type booster stages. In Phase B,
very detailed design and control analyses for the three most attractive gaseous
oxygen/hydrogen RCS concepts were conducted. Reference H documents the Phase B
results. Phase C was aimed at defining the potential for integration of the RCS
with the Orbit Maneuvering System (QMS). As defined by the original contract,
only oxygen and hydrogen were considered in this phase. However, vehicle studies
which were concurrent with this design effort showed that smaller Shuttle orbiters
with external, expendable main engine tankage would provide a more cost effective
vehicle approach. This change in vehicle design resulted in a significant re-
duction in APS requirements. This, coupled with a companion Shuttle program
decision to allow scheduled system refurbishment, allowed consideration of sy-
stems using earth storable propellants for auxiliary propulsion. Thus, in
November 1971, NASA issued a contract change order that extended the scope of
Phase C to include earth storable monpropellant and bipropellant systems and
redirected Phase E to provide final performance analyses on storable propellant
systems. Reference I provides documentation of the Phase C oxygen/hydrogen effort,
and this report documents the results of both Phase C and E effort on earth stor-
able propellant systems. In addition to the oxygen/hydrogen effort in Phases B
and C, the study included an exploratory effort (Phase D) to evaluate two al-
ternatives to gaseous oxygen/hydrogen turbopump RCS. Reference J documents the
results of the Phase D studies.
In Phase C, RCS/OMS/APU storable propellant integration options were ev-
aluated to determine the proper compromise between performance and operating
requirements. Both monopropellant (hydrazine) and bipropellant (nitrogen
tetroxide/monomenthylhydrazine) concepts were considered. Preliminary baseline
designs, reflecting various levels of system integration, served as reference
points for detailed design and installation studies, and for concurrent studies
of APU implementation and advanced pressurization and tankage concepts. Phase
E consisted of a final performance analysis of the systems selected by NASA. In
this phase, the system designs and performance were updated, and system reuse,
maintenance, safety, and operational criteria were established.
1-2
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The report documents the work performed and serves as a final definition
of the Phase C and E effort on earth storables. The report body provides a
description of the study approach followed by a discussion of the RCS require-
ments and constraints that are pertinent to system design and performance.
Analysis necessary to trace concept evolution is documented. Finally, the
candidate systems are compared on the basis of selected criteria. Substan-
tiating technical detail is included as warranted in the attached appendices.
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2. STUDY APPROACH
The basic earth storable Reaction Control Systems are shown schematically
in Figure 2-1 for both monopropellant and bipropellant configurations. During
system operation, liquid propellants are supplied at high pressure to the
thrusters. Propellant tank pressures are maintained by regulated gaseous helium,
and propellant acquisition is accomplished through the use of surface tension
screens. Component redundancy is consistent with a fail-safe, fail-safe phi-
losophy.
The Phase C and E earth storable study was conducted for the purpose of
providing design data sufficient to allow resolution of the following options:
1, Choice of propellants
2, Method of installation (modular vs integral)
3, Degree of OMS-RCS integration
4, Degree of APU integration
To fulfill these objectives, the effort was divided into twp phases, entitled
RCS/OMS/APU Integration Study (Phase C), and System Performance Analysis (Phase
E). Figure 2-2 delineates the specific tasks performed in these two phases.
Initially, vehicle auxiliary propulsion system requirements were defined con-
sistent with the maneuvering and attitude control requirements of the earth
storable propellant orbiter. Vehicle configuration drawings were developed to
aid in defining potential locations for RCS installation. Based on these
studies, three general arrangements, shown in Figure 2-3, were identified as
feasible. Component assembly models specifically suited to the requirements
of storable propellant systems were developed for synthesis. Applying the
data generated in these tasks, preliminary system analyses established oper-
ating design points and weight sensitivities to system parameters. Systems
which were unattractive from the standpoint of weight were eliminated, and six
concepts were selected for design trade studies. For these systems, alterna-
tive pressurization and propellant expulsion approaches were evaluated. The
implications of reuse were considered and component requirements and systems
implementation adjusted accordingly. Additionally, the effects of component
tolerances, C. G. location variances, and propellant loading accuracies were
assessed to define propellant margin requirements. This data served as a basis
for the Phase E System Performance Analysis-
2-1
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In Phase E the results of the Phase C installed system studies were used
to refine the analysis. Component models were updated, and the effects of
propellant utilization were included. System design optimizations were per-
formed and the following data generated for each of the candidate systems:
1. System schematic
2. Detailed weight breakdown
3. Weight sensitivities to design parameters
4. Weight sensitivities to configuration modifications.
Safety and maintenance guidelines were established. Finally these factors were
combined, and candidate, systems were compared on the basis of weight, technology,
safety, ease of maintenance, and reusability forecasts.
Pertinent vehicle and system requirements applicable to this study are
defined in the following section, and results from the tasks delineated in
Figure 2-2 are summarized in Section 4.
2-5
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3. REQUIREMENTS AND CONSTRAINTS
The baseline orbiter configuration used for the storable propellant RCS
studies is shown in Figure 3-1 with the basic vehicle parameters and require-
ments. In this configuration, the main engine propellant tanks, are expendable
and external to the vehicle. This results in an orbiter considerably smaller
than the baseline vehicle used in the oxygen/hydrogen studies.
The vehicle requirements which have a major impact on the RCS are engine
thrust, number of engines, total system thrust, total impulse, and total impulse
expenditure histories. The approach taken to define these requirements was
as follows: using the baseline vehicle configuration, the number of RCS
engines and their thrust level was varied to satisfy the vehicle control and
maneuvering acceleration requirements. Then, using a 20 millisecond equi-
valent (square wave) pulse for limit cycle control, total impulse expenditures
were determined for attitude control during the three baseline missions.
The three baseline missions, defined in the "Space Shuttle Vehicle Des-
cription and Requirements Document" (included in Reference G), are (1) an
easterly launch mission, which is intended primarily for delivering and re-
trieving payloads in a 100 nautical mile (nmi) circular orbit; (2) a south
polar mission in which the orbiter is launched into an injection orbit of 50
by 100 nmi and circularized at apogee using the orbital maneuvering propulsion
system; and (3) a resupply mission to provide logistic support for a space
station/space base in a 270 nmi orbit. The easterly mission is designated the
design mission, while the south polar and resupply missions are designated
reference missions.
Several general requirements which applied to the RCS/QMS design included
minimal maintenance with ease of removal and replacement and a minimum service
life of 100 mission cycles over a 10-year period with cost effective refur-
bishment. Mission duration requirements are 7 days of self-sustaining opera-
tion and a 30 day capability with consumables supplied from the payload bay.
In addition, failure criteria required that fail-safe conditions be achieved
after the failure of any two components, not including structure, such as
lines, tanks, and fittings.
Figure 3-2 provides a summary of the basic guidelines and requirements
involved in the study. As indicated by the figure, the QMS has a minimum
3-1
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vehicle acceleration requirement of 0.02g and must have the capability of pro-
viding at least six engine burns per flight. The. maximum incremental vehicle
velocity required by the QMS is 1000 ft/sec. All maneuvers involving a change
in vehicle velocity of less than 20 ft/sec are performed by the RCS.
The impulse requirements of the baseline orbiter, which weighs 265,000
Ibm, are categorized by maneuvers for the Integral RCS, Modular RCS, and Mod-
ular RCS (QMS) in Figure 3-3. These requirements are based on the use of
pure couples for all on-orbit maneuvers.
A detailed breakdown of the orbiter attitude control acceleration require-
ments is shown in Figure 3-4. The maximum RCS acceleration requirement occurs
2
during reentry in which a yaw angular acceleration of 1.5 deg/sec is required.
The hydraulic and electrical power requirements of the orbiter are listed
in Figure 3-5. The 230 HP hydraulic requirement is needed for the operation
of items such as rudder, elevens, brakes, landing gear, etc. The minimum
electrical requirement of 15 KW is required to power the recirculation pumps
and main engine during ascent and to power avionics during entry.
The requirements discussed herein are final requirements, and in some
cases, represent revisions to initial requirements. A discussion of the
requirements used in the preliminary analysis may be found in Appendix B.
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4.0 SYSTEM ANALYSIS
During the storable propellant portion of the- auxiliary propulsion system
study, various APU/RCS/OMS systems were considered to evaluate their relative
system performance, weight, complexity, flexibility, and vehicle interface
characteristics. Concepts considered included various levels of APU/RCS/OMS
integration. Both modular concepts and "concepts installed integrally within
the vehicle were evaluated. Propellant candidates were monopropellant
hydrazine and hypergolic bipropellants (NTO/MMH) . Preliminary system analyses
were conducted to establish nominal design points and establish system sizing
data. These baseline design points then served as references for detailed
design and installation studies and for concurrent studies of APU implementa-
tion, propellant utilization, and advanced pressurization and tankage concepts.
Based on the results from the system installation studies and a system reuse
study conducted in parallel, the various concepts were compared on the basis of
safety in flight and ground operations, ease of maintenance, reusability fore-
casts, and complexity of flight and ground operations. The baseline systems
were then updated and refined to incorporate installed system con-
siderations, revisions to the component models, and revisions resulting from
advanced technology studies. System analyses were then repeated to establish
the design points and thus define final system weights, volumes, and component
requirements.
While this study was in progress, North American Rockwell (NR) was
awarded the Space Shuttle prime contract. The NR Shuttle configuration
employs a dedicated bipropellant QMS and a monopropellant RCS installed in
fuselage and nose modules. In order to keep the study germane, therefore,
additional evaluation of fuselage module RCS and QMS concepts was performed.
Both common and dedicated tankage and engines were considered. System design
points, sensitivities, and weights were defined for comparison with the baseline
systems .
4.1 Preliminary System Design Points - In Phase C, preliminary system
sizing analyses were conducted for each of the APU/RCS/OMS integration
options. The resulting design points are summarized in Figure 4-1. Component
models employed in the preliminary analysis together with applicable require-
ments, system schematics and descriptions are reported in Appendix B. The design
points and the supplementary analyses of Appendix B provided the basic data
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necessary for detailed design and installation studies. The use of monopro-
pellant hydrazine for the QMS and all maneuver RCS functions introduced
unacceptably high weight penalties and was thus discontinued in order to
concentrate effort on the more viable concepts. The concurrent studies of
APU implementation, advanced pressurization and tankage concepts, and propel-
lant utilization are reported in Appendices B, D, E and G respectively. From
these studies, design concepts were updated and systems were selected for
final performance analyses, and system reuse, maintenance, safety, and opera-
tional criteria established. Based on the weight comparisons of the candidate
configurations discussed in Appendix B, six systems were selected for the
Phase E system performance analysis.
4.2 Systems Description - The six systems selected for Phase E study are
listed below.
1. Modularized monopropellant RCS
2. Modularized biprcpellant RCS
3. Modularized bipropellant RCS performing all maneuvers
4. Integral bipropellant RCS sharing common tankage with the QMS
5. Integral monopropellant RCS sharing common tankage with the APU
6. Modularized monopropellant APU
These configurations are all derivatives of the three basic vehicle instal-
lation concepts which evolved during the preliminary effort. The three concepts,
which were depicted in Figure 2-3, are a reference Modular RCS which has a nose
pod and two wing tip pods housing RCS thrusters that are completely separate
from the two dedicated QMS engines, a Modular RCS(OMS) having a nose pod and
two fuselage-mounted side pods containing RCS thrusters also capable of perform-
ing QMS maneuvers, and an Integral RCS, wherein centrally located tankage sup-
plies the non-modularized thrusters.
Figure 4-2 defines the RCS thruster locations for these three concepts.
Thruster locations have been chosen to maximize control moments, consistent with
vehicle and thermal (reentry heating) constraints. Thruster requirements are
dictated by a fail safe/fail safe redundancy criteria. The additional X trans-
lation thrusters on the Fuselage Module configuration preclude the requirement
for a separate QMS engine.
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The Modular RCS pod installation concept is illustrated in Figure
4-3. In this baseline design, the two wing tip pods and nose pod are used for
all on-orbit RCS functions. Reentry yaw is provided entirely by the nose pod.
The foward-firing thrusters of the wing tip pods are protected against the high
reentry heating rates and heat loads by thermal protection doors 1 As shown, the
doors and door hydraulic actuation mechanisms are attached to the wing, thus
facilitating pod installation and removal by eliminating the need for a hydrau-
lic interface between the pod and wing. A more detailed view of the thermal
protection door design is shown in Figure 4-4 which shows the reference wing
pod installation for a helium pressurized monopropellant system. In this design
concept, only the forward-firing thrusters require thermal protection because
all of the other thrusters are shielded from direct stagnation heating at reen-
try angles of attack up to 34°. (Reentry heating of the forward module thrusters
is cause for some concern; additional testing is required to fully assess the
implications of aeroheating on thruster integrity. Appendix C elaborates on
this topic, and discusses some alternate thruster configurations which could
be employed to minimize entry heating.) Figure 4-5 presents a typical wing pod
installation of a cluster of three thrusters. The thrusters are truss-mounted
to the surrounding support structure in this installation arrangement. The
basic wing pod installation features of the bipropellant and monopropellant
systems differ very little. A typical bipropellant wing pod is illustrated in
Figure 4-6 and its associated nose pod installation is depicted in Figure 4-7.
The thrusters in the nose pod are canted to provide, in conjunction with the
wing tip thrusters, up-down and left-right translational maneuvers.
In an effort to eliminate the need for thermal protection doors, alternate
wing pod configurations were considered. Such an alternate design is featured
in Figure 4-8. The design has the advantage of a more forward pod center-of-
gravity in addition to the elimination of thermal protection doors. Its dis-
advantages are increased thrust cosine losses and exhaust scrubbing of. pod and
wing structure.
Figure 4-9 illustrates the general arrangement and pod installation of the
Modular RCS(OMS) configuration. In this concept, RCS thrusters are used to per-
form all maneuvers, thereby eliminating the need for a dedicated QMS engine. The
nose pod arrangement for this design is similar to the nose installation for the
reference case (Figure 4-7) with two fuel and two oxidizer tanks clustered
around the Environmental Control and Life Support Bay in the lower front section
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of the vehicle nose. The RCS(OMS) side pods are illustrated in greater detail
in Figure 4-10. One of the principle design features of the fuselage-mounted
side pods is that they are shielded by the wings during reentry. The pod loca-
tion and shape are tailored to preclude any interference with the payload bay
door. Landing center-of-gravity problems are minimized in the Modular RCS (QMS)
by extending the side pods forward of the aft payload bulkhead and by placing
the oxidizer tanks in the most forward portions of the pods.
Figures 4-11 and 4-12 depict the installation for the Integrated RCS/OMS.
As illustrated, the entire system is installed integrally within the vehicle.
The design incorporates thirty-seven 600 Ibf RCS engines and two 6000 Ibf QMS
engines which are served by common tankage. The two fuel and two oxidizer
tanks are mounted directly below the payload bay to minimize axial center-of-
gravity changes and to preclude the need for a propellant dump during launch
aborts. Vertical center-of-gravity travel is accommodated by gimballing the
QMS engines.
The installation and layout of the Modular APU system is shown in
Figure 4-13. The Modular APU installation is basically the same in all
three of the candidate vehicle concepts. The design includes two monopro-
pellant tanks and four APU's. In normal operation, two of the APU's are
active, one is idle and one dormant. The propellant tanks employ non-redundant
surface tension devices to provide positive expulsion. Two tanks are
provided to preclude interruption of propellant flow in the event of a pro-
pellant acquisition failure.
When the RGS and APU are integrated, four APU's with the same active,
active, idle, dormant operation as in the Modular APU are used. However, when
integrated, the propellant is supplied to the APU's and RCS thrusters through
a common tankage located below the payload bay. In addition, APU propellant
pressure is raised from tank pressure to a higher chamber pressure by an APU-
driven boost pump. As in the other systems, non-redundant surface tension
expulsion devices are employed in the Integrated RCS/APU.
4.3 System Implementation - The general implementation approach of the
candidate configurations is relatively uniform. All systems incorporate heli-
um pressurization, titanium tankage with surface tension propellant expulsion,
and either film cooled bipropellant thrusters or catalytic monopropellant
thrusters. These design configurations have evolved based on the preliminary
4-12
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(Phase C) studies and the alternate configurations analyses. Comparisons of
regulated helium pressurization with more advanced pressurization concepts
are discussed in Appendix D. Titanium tankage with surface tension propellant
acquisition was baselined as the result of the analyses presented in Appendix E.
Figure 4-14 presents the modular monopropellant RCS schematic. Propel-
lant tank operating pressure is maintained by the use of pressure regulators,
and regulation redundancy is provided by utilizing three parallel regulator
branches. On-orbit propellant acquisition is accomplished by cylindrical sur-
face tension screens. Because reentry accelerations will cause screen break-
down, a false bottom is incorporated in the tanks to isolate sufficient propellant
in the lower compartment for entry maneuvers. Thrusters are grouped in sets of
two or three, and in the event of a malfunction, can be isolated either indi-
vidually or in groups. Upon completion of the mission, a helium purge down-
stream of the thruster isolation valves is accomplished using residual pres-
surant. The schematic for the modular bipropellant RCS and modular bipropellant
RCS(QMS) (shown in Figure 4-15) is similar, reflecting only those changes
associated with dual propellants. Equality in propellant tank pressure is
accomplished by the pressure equalizing valve located downstream of the oxi-n
dizer helium regulator. The integrated bipropellant RCS/OMS schematic is
shown in Figure 4-16. The two QMS engines, which share common tankage with
the RCS, distinguish this configuration from the preceding bipropellant con-
cepts. The modular APU schematic (Figure 4-17) details the gas generator and
turbo power units, as well as the hydraulic and coolant loops. The integrated
monopropellant RCS/APU schematic is illustrated in Figure 4-18. Here a tur-
bine-driven boost pump is used to supply hydrazine at high pressure to the
gas generator.
Figure 4-Ii; summarizes design conditions for the alternate configurations,
and Figure 4-20 presents the specific design data used in the systems sizing
analysis discussed in Section 4.4. Heating and thermal protection require-
ments are discussed in Appendix F.
Pressure budget optimizations were performed for the six Phase E
Systems. These optimizations used the pressure drop-sensitive valve weight
models described in Appendix A and the relationships defined in Figure 4-21.
For a constant thruster chamber pressure, this optimization is a tradeoff
between pressurization system weight plus propellant tank weight, and propel-
lant valve weight. This tradeoff and the resulting optimum total pressure
drop for the monoprppellant RCS is illustrated in Figure 4-22. For the QMS
4-18
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systems (modular RCS(OMS) and integrated RCS/OMS), the high valve weights
corresponding to low pressure drop valves are balanced by the weight savings
in pressurization systems and large volume propellant tanks at lower operating
2
pressures resulting in system optima of 100 Ibf/in. pressure drop. For the
separate RCS, where the smaller volume propellant tanks and pressurization
systems weight savings are not as sensitive to tank pressure decreases, the
2
optima occurs at a total pressure drop of 150 Ibf/in.. Figures 4-23 through
4-27 define the design pressure budgets, flowrates, and line diameters for the
six systems evaluated in Phase E.
Line and component joining techniques were evaluated to provide a broader
basis for systems comparison. A summary of line and component joining techniques
is presented in Figure 4-28. The candidate techniques include swaged, brazed
and welded joints and separable rigid and flex connectors. The swaged and welded
joints are limited to permanent connections whereas brazed joints and separable
connections can also be used where occasional part replacement is necessary. Since
no heat affected zone is developed in the critical fatigue area at the joint,
swaged designs avoid the weight penalty associated with -the use of heavier
wall thickness over the entire tube length to allow for the local strength
reduction resulting from welding or brazing. Brazed connections were used
on both Gemini and Apollo. These connections proved to be very reliable,
leak-free and strong. The major disadvantage of brazed connections is the
large number of brazing heads required for different fittings and tube sizes.
Welding produces reliable, leak-free joints, without introduction of dis-
similar metals as in brazing. Experience with welded joints, though favor-
able, is not extensive. The biggest disadvantage with welded joints is strength
degradation in the heat affected area of the tube.
The state-of-the-art on separable connectors has not advanced signifi-
cantly in the past few years. Recent testing and evaluation of separable
connectors at MDAC have shown that Resistoflex Dynatube fittings will provide
a lightweight, reliable system. Where relative movement occurs between joined
parts, separable flex couplings such as the Gamah and Wiggins couplings may
be required. They allow for 0.25 in. axial -and ;+4° angular movement.
Although the Reistoflex, Gamah and Wiggins connectors are marked improve-
ments over the flared and flareless types using a variety of sleeves, ferrules,
seals, washers, etc., presently available separable connector technology does
not guarantee a leak-proof joint. Figure 4-29 summarizes the recommended
line joining methods for use on the Shuttle RCS. As shown in Figure 4-29, swaged
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and brazed connections are the preferred approaches for all permanent and
semi-permanent connections, respectively for the RCS. Where separable con-
nectors are unavoidable, such as for capping system test ports and for
interface connections (e.g., intra-module propellant interconnects), the Resist-
oflex Dynatube fitting is the recommended approach.
4.4 Design Point Weights and Sensitivities - The preliminary system
designs of Phase B were the references against which the component and sub-
assembly design investigations of Appendices A, D, and E were conducted.
The results of these investigations were included in the system models, along
with 6he effects of component and environmental tolerances in establishing
propellant margins. Figure 4-30 summarizes the Phase C to Phase E transitions
in systems implementation. The resulting final (Phase E) system design point
summaries are presented in Figure 4-31. Included are system descriptions,
optimal design parameters, and system weights. In order to provide a common
ground for weight comparison, a total propulsion system weight comprised of
the applicable RCS, APU, and QMS weight is also shown. The evaluation of a
dedicated QMS was not a part of this study. However, in order to properly
compare the alternate concepts, a generic QMS was necessary. The QMS weight
was derived from the Orbit Maneuvering System Trade Studies (Contract NAS
9-12755) . A brief design summary of this configuration is presented in
Figure 4-32.
Two methods of maximizing the RCS(QMS) thruster performance have been
implemented in this analysis:
1. Use of statistically separated thrusters for the -X function
2. Reduced thruster life.
Figure 4-33 presents the system weight sensitivity to thruster performance for
the RCS(QMS) configuration. Although the system weight is relatively insen-
sitive to RCS performance (21 Ibm/sec), improvements in the -X translational
performance result in significant weight savings - 103 Ibm per second of
specific impulse increase. To take advantage of this potential weight savings,
a statistical procedure for selecting high performance thrusters was used.
In this method, illustrated in Figure 4-34, thruster performance data from
injector tests and/or thruster flight acceptance tests is used to identify
the higher performing injectors. The average increase in selected thruster
performance relative to the shipset nominal value is dependent upon the ratio
k-36
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of the number of -X thrusters required to the number of thrusters per shipset.
For the RCS(OMS) , where 12 out of 48 thrusters are required, the average per-
formance gain is three seconds. Concurrent with the -X thruster performance
gain is a one second performance degradation in the remaining 36 thrusters
of the shipset. This procedure results in an overall weight reduction of
288 Ibm (309-21).
The second method of improving thruster performance is to design for a
shorter service life. Since the primary life constraint is the number of
thruster cold starts, thruster replacement rates are established by the RCS
thrusters. Data presented in Appendix B indicates that a one second perfor-
mance gain would result in a thruster replacement every 50 missions.
The implementation of these two modifications on the modular RCS (QMS)
thruster results in an -X translational thruster specific impulse of 306.2,
or four seconds greater than the nominal performance presented in Appendix A.
This value is listed in Figure 4-31 and was used for the RCS (QMS) sizing
analysis .
The optimal design points were determined by generating system weight
sensitivities to chamber pressure, expansion ratio, and mixture ratio (for
bipropellant systems), as shown in Figures 4-35 through 4-40. As shown, the
expansion ratios of the X translational thrusters have been optimized as an
independent parameter. This results in a significant weight savings for the
RCS (QMS); the savings realized by the remaining systems are minimal and would
not warrant the use of a different expansion ratio. Pod structure and thermal
protection weight drives the optimum modular RCS design points to low expansion
ratio and high chamber pressure (both favoring smaller thrusters and therefore
smaller pods) . Detailed design point weight breakdowns are presented in
Figures 4-41 and 4-42.
When comparing system weights, it is necessary to differentiate between
system expendables weight, which has a 1:1 tradeoff with payload, and system
inert weight, which reduces payload by 1.4 Ib for each pound increase. Thus,
the proper method of comparing systems is on the basis of payload penalty.
Comparisons on the basis of payload magnify the weight penalty associated
with modularized system concepts. Figure 4-43 presents the relative payload
weights. The incorporation of the modular APU into the remaining systems
yields five RCS-OMS-APU configurations for evaluation. Comparison of the
candidate configurations reveals the following:
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1) The lightest systems approach is realized with an integral,
bipropellant RCS/OMS and a modular monopropellant API).
2) The payload penalty for modularizing the bipropellant RCS and QMS
is 2184 Ibm.
3) The modularized, bipropellant RCS(OMS) is almost 1300 Ibm heavier
(on a payload basis) than the combined weight of a modularized RCS
and modularized OMS.
4) The modularized, monopropellant RCS has a reduced payload of 3130 Ibm
when compared with the modularized bipropellant RCS system.
Each configuration is the result'of an individual optimization; tankage and
thruster locations have been separately established, and design points defined
consistent with the particular requirements of each system. These final com-
parisons are therefore considered to be realistic evaluations of the alternate
configurations.
As discussed in Section 1, the objective of this study is to develop de-
sign and programmatic data for competitive reaction control systems in sufficient
detail that a selection can later be made between the various concepts. In
keeping with this objective, the concluding effort on this topic was an assess-
ment of selected configuration changes on the design point weights. Changes
in pressurization concept, type of tank expulsion, tank material, thruster
type, and thruster thermal control are shown in Figures 4-44 through 4-49.
Weight savings are possible in the area of pressurization, with the largest
savings available for the high impulse configurations (modular RCS(OMS) and
integrated RCS/OMS). In general, the pump fed pressurization concept described
in Appendix D offers the largest savings; however, its adoption results in
increased system complexity. By contrast, the savings afforded by composite
pressurant tanks reflect no decrease in system reliability. Additionally, they
generally provide a leakage failure mode rather than fracture as discussed in
Appendix E. The weight penalties associated with system redundancy are also
presented to allow evaluation of the weight penalty associated with the fail
safe/fail safe redundancy philosophy. Figure 4-50 compares redundant and
non-redundant configurations for the monopropellant modular RCS. The weight
savings shown represent the elimination of all components except those neces-
sary for completion of a failure free mission.
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4.5 Fuselage Mounted Modular RCS-OMS Options - As originally defined,
Phase E was to be a final performance analysis of the six systems described
above. However, prior to the completion of this evaluation, North American
Rockwell (NR) was awarded the Space Shuttle prime contract by NASA. The NR
Shuttle configuration employs a dedicated bipropellant QMS and a monopropellant
RCS installed in fuselage and nose modules. The RCS utilizes 40 thrusters of
1000 Ibf each. Common size propellant and pressurant tanks are used in the
nose and fuselage modules. In order to keep this study germane, additional
analysis was performed to allow further study of fuselage module options.
A variety of alternate configurations can be housed in fuselage modules;
originally, this study evaluated only a bipropellant RCS performing all maneu-
vers. The additional fuselage module study, therefore, focused on four varia-
tions:
1. The use of 1000 Ibf thrusters for the RCS (QMS)
2. The use of an QMS (instead of an all maneuver RCS)
3. Comparison of common versus dedicated tankage
4. Consideration of a monopropellant as well as the bipropellant RCS.
The last three variations are interdependent and thus are considered simul-
taneously.
The RCS (QMS) analysis presented in Section 4.4 utilized six -X trans-
lational thrusters per module. However, the implications of QMS AV accelera-
tion exchanges were not considered. Figure 4-51 depicts this exchange, show-
ing thrust to vehicle weight ratio and energy losses sustained during the
orbit transfer, circularization and deorbit maneuvers. These losses arise
because of the non-optimum thrust vector associated with longer burn times
(as opposed to instantaneously imparted impulse) .
Comparison of 600 and 1000 Ibf -X translation thruster configurations
should include the constraint of equal total base area. Within this con-
straint, the number of thrusters and their expansion ratios can be varied to
achieve the optimum design. Figures 4-52 and 4-53 present system weight for
varying expansion ratios and numbers of 600 and 1000 Ibf thrusters for fixed
circular base diameters of 30 and 50 in. The AV losses shown correspond to
a double failure condition, wherein two engines per module are inactive;
i.e., worst condition of two -X thruster failures in one pod and two thrusters
shut down in the other pod to avoid disturbance torques. The number of axial
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engines per module determines the expansion ratio used and in turn the perfor-
mance of each engine. The performance gains associated with fewer thrusters
becomes less significant for large envelopes.
When the RCS is used for the -X translation function, gimbals are unattrac-
tive and, as detailed in Appendix G, CG tracking in pitch is achieved by off-
logic - shutting down either the upper or lower firing pair of thrusters from
both modules. (Yaw control is achieved with RCS thrusters.) Since the use of
off-logic pitch control requires the pulsing of up to two thrusters per pod,
six 600 Ibf thrusters per pod is considered to .be a logical design. It should
be noted that the weight comparison between 600 and 1000 Ibf thrusters is not
entirely valid, since the 1000 Ibf thrusters MIB was not increased over that
used for the 600 Ibf thrusters. Based on these considerations, the RCS(QMS)
design point of six 600 Ibf -X translation thrusters per pod was maintained.
The remaining effort was devoted to the comparison of the following five
alternate fuselage configuration options.
1. Dedicated QMS, common RCS-OMS tankage
2. Common RCS-OMS thrusters, common tankage (the RCS(QMS) of Phase E)
3. Dedicated QMS.dedicated tankage (bipropellant RCS)
4. Common RCS-OMS thrusters, dedicated tankage
5. Dedicated QMS, dedicated tankage (monopropellant RCS)
Figure 4-54 delineates the design points for these systems. The design
points for these alternate fuselage configurations were established by
analogy to the Phase E systems. The first, third and fifth concepts utilize
dedicated QMS engines. Differences between the first and third concepts arise
from the tankage configuration employed. Common tankage contains RCS and QMS
propellants jointly, whereas dedicated tankage provides separate tankage for
the two functions. The use of dedicated tankage for the OMS function profits
from the fact that full-tank surface tension acquisition is no longer required
for the large.tanks, since settling forces can be used to orient the propellant
at a small screen trap. Figure 4-55 illustrates the arrangement of a typical
pod utilizing-dedicated tankage. In the fifth c'oncept, a monopropellant RCS
replaces the bipropellant RCS of concept three. The second concept is identical
to the RCS(QMS) configuration of Section 4.4. In the fourth concept, 'this
configuration is modified by the use of dedicated tankage.
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Figures 4-56 and 4-57 summarize the principal design details used in the
analysis. Propellant margin requirements were defined, as discussed in Appen-
dix G, based on the use of series burns for dedicated OMS engines, and hybrid
control for the RCS(OMS) concepts. Those configurations which employ dedica-
ted tankage utilize a single RCS tank design for both the nose and fuselage
modules. Figure 4-58 presents a detailed weight breakdown for the alternate
concepts. A comparison of relative payload penalties for the five concepts is
presented in Figure 4-59. This figure reflects a 1:1 trade-off between sys-
tem expendable weight and payload decrease, and a 1:1.4 trade-off between sys-
tem inert weight and payload decrease. Comparison of these systems reveals the
following:
1. Minimum vehicle weight is provided by the concept employing a dedicated
OMS and dedicated tankage.
2. A 2700 Ibm payload penalty is associated with the use of a monopro-
pellant RCS, as opposed to a bipropellant RCS.
3. The use of RCS thrusters for all maneuvers results in a 750 lb payload
penalty, referenced to the minimum weight system.
4. Dedicated tankage is the preferred choice for the RCS (OMS) con-
figuration, since weight differences are minimal.
The final comparison of interest concerns the dedicated tankage concept
described above, and the bipropellant modular RCS concept of Section 4.4. Fig-
ure 4-60 presents a weight comparison for the two.systems. As shown, the wing
module configuration is approximately 300 Ibm lighter. This difference is
minimal, and therefore definition of the more attractive concept must certainly
consider additional parameters, such as maintainability. For example, component
accessibility during maintenance operations would be impaired for wing tip
modules because of their total enclosure; by contrast fuselage modules would
offer more favorable accessibility. In the sections that follow, the alternate
configurations are evaluated with regard to operational, maintenance, and
safety considerations. Specifically, effort was devoted to the following areas:
1. Instrumentation requirements
2. Reliability estimates
3. Ground support and maintenance requirements
4. Comparison of integral and modular systems.
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The objective was to determine what advantages or disadvantages are associated
with various classes of systems, thereby allowing general comparisons to be
made, e.g., monopropellant vs bipropellant, integral vs modular.
4.6 Instrumentation Requirements - Information on systems operation iu
needed for the purposes of propellant gauging and identifying faulty components.
Four major system failure modes have been investigated; namely.valve failure,
pressurant regulator failure, helium leakage, and thermal conditioning system
failures. Additionally, data pertaining to filter AP and, in the case of mono-
propellant systems, catalyst bed AP are required to define maintenance require-
ments. Minimum RCS instrumentation requirements have been established consis-
tent with these goals. Parallel redundant sensors are used for the detection
of critical malfunctions; however, through the use of logical comparisons be-
tween data sources, instrumentation redundancy has been minimized. Figure 4-61
delineates the system failure modes and resulting minimum instrumentation •
requirements for the monopropellant RCS, and Figure 4-62 presents an instru-
mented schematic. Although this schematic pertains specifically to a modular
monopropellant RCS, it applies generally to all the systems under study.
Propellant quantity determination is accomplished based on pressure and
temperature data of the helium in the propellant and pressurant tanks, i.e.,
helium mass inventory. The use of this method on Gemini demonstrated that an
accuracy of + 3 percent could be easily achieved. An analysis of the RCS indicates
that an accuracy of + 2.7 percent is realistic (Figure 4-63), based on component
tolerances compiled during the oxygen/hydrogen studies (Reference H). As can be
seen, reduction of this error could be accomplished most readily by refinement
of the helium tank instrumentation.
Discrete valve position indicators are included on critical valves, and
are used to identify inadvertent operation or failure to operate. Valve leak-
age, however, remains a difficult problem to isolate. On monopropellant sys-
tems, thruster valve leakage can be identified by the rasulting thruster temper-
ature anomalies, although if the leakage is slight, the heat input would only
serve to minimize the thruster heater on-time. On bipropellant systems, leak-
age determination is even more difficult. Oxidizer evaporation could conceiv-
ably result in a pressure variation, although it would be slight. Profuse
leakage would result in disturbance torques which could be detected; minor leak-
age could feasibly be detected only during regular ground maintenance operations.
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The critical failure mode for the pressurant regulator is failed-full-
open. Parallel redundant propellant tank pressure transducers serve to sense
an overpressure condition and closure of the regulator backup valves is called
for in the event of a malfunction signal from either of the sensors.
Loss of the pressurant supply through leakage is also considered to-be a
critical failure mode. However, no attractive method is available for direct
monitoring of pressurant system integrity. Consequently, helium leakage will
be detected through a comparison between the propellant expenditures based on
the PVT method discussed above, and an approximation made by summing propel-
lant valve on times at nominal flow rates. A significant discrepancy will
indicate either a propellant or pressurant leak. Corrective action would then
then be based on the estimated leakage rate, and on whether or not the leak-
age source could be isolated.
A monopropellant system heat pipe failure represents the most critical
thermal conditioning failure since at elevated temperatures, explosive decom-
position of hydrazine can occur under certain malfunction conditions. Parallel
redundant temperature sensors located on each thrust chamber are used to
identify a temperature out of the acceptable range.
Comparisons between various outputs will be utilized to indicate
additional anomolies. For example, the source of excessive pressure drops can
be isolated by a comparison of pressure measurements at the tank, the main
line, and the thrust chamber.
The instrumentation requirements discussed above are considered to be
minimum values. As indicated in Figure 4-61, a total of 231 sensors are re-
quired for the modular monopropellant RCS. The corresponding bipropellant
system would require a total of 318 sensors.
4.7 Reliability Estimates - Reliability estimates were desired to allow
further comparison of monopropellant and bipropellant systems. Additionally,
this data was necessary during evaluation of maintenance requirements since
these are affected by the anticipated failure frequency. Reliability estimates
were developed for the modular monopropellant RCS and the modular bipropellant
UCS. The following criteria were established to provide a basis for reliabil-
ity analyses.
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1. Structure, such as tanks, lines,fittings, and static seals
were assumed to have a reliability of 1.0
2. Thrusters will not fail in a catastrophic mode as long as
propellants are supplied at an acceptable pressure and mixture
ratio
3. A "NORMALLY CLOSED" shutoff valve will not fail open prior to
first flight operational cycle and internal leakage will be of a
magnitude which will not degrade system operation
4. A "NORMALLY OPEN" shutoff valve will not fail closed prior
to first flight operational cycle
5. Liquid propellant storage tanks will not normally require venting
6. The subsystem will be considered operational up to the point
at which one additional failure jeopardizes safe mission com-
pletion
7. Component external leakage can be virtually eliminated by
special attention to component design details. Redundancy
for this failure mode will not be considered in this study.
Based on data for previously flown propulsion systems, component
failure rates were established and failure probabilities determined for
both monopropellant and bipropellant systems to allow definition of com-
ponent replacement rates. .In Figure 4-64.} failure rates are listed by
component for both the active (operating) and the passive (nonoperating)
condition. Each item includes two estimates, representing low (50%)
and high (90%) confidence level limits. Figures 4-65 and 4-66 present,
for a monopropellant and a bipropellant system respectively, the pro-
babilities of at least one failure per mission.
4.8 Ground Support Operations and Maintenance Operations - Propellant
handling considerations have a considerable influence on earth storable system
designs. Due to the toxicity, corrosiveness and, in the case of the bipro-
pellant, hypergolic nature of the propellants, safety considerations dictate
that only those personnel directly involved in RCS servicing be allowed in the
proximity of the system during these operations. For a system that is installed
integrally within the vehicle,this constraint would force vehicle maintenance
operations to be conducted serially, and would extend the vehicle turnaround
time by approximately two days. To meet the Shuttle objective of a two week
turnaround, attention has focused on the use of removable, self-contained
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modules. The modules will be removed from the vehicle after landing and taken
to a remote facility suitable for safe maintenance and filling operations.
Vehicle maintenance could then proceed without elaborate precautions.
The following discussion defines the anticipated maintenance procedures,
assuming a modularized propulsion system. Three topics have been identified;
namely inflight checkout, safing, and servicing and maintenance.
4.8.1 Inflight Checkout - System repair requirements will be established
by onboard instrumentation during flight. Checkout will occur shortly before
the deorbit burn and will consist of firing opposing thruster groups to a short
preprogrammed firing sequence. Analog pressure and temperature data plus
bilevel valve position indicator data will be recorded on onboard tapes.
During maintenance operations,the tapes will be removed and analyzed to identify
those components requiring replacement. Differences in inflight checkout
requirements between monopropellant and bipropellant systems are minimal,
resulting only from the somewhat higher instrumentation requirements associa-
ted with bipropellant systems.
4.8.2 Safing - The major portion of the system will remain "wet" but it
is considered necessary to purge dry the thruster assemblies for safety and
reuse. System safing will begin during reentry, following vehicle transition
to airplane mode of flight. At this time, propellant isolation valves will be
closed and the thruster assemblies purged with residual helium pressurant. A
slow steady purge at 15 psig is considered to be a more effective means of re-
moving line propellant residuals than a rapid purge followed by vacuum dry. This
conclusion is based on calculations performed to determine the extent of vacuum
drying from the nominal deactivation altitude of 80,000 ft down to 40,000 ft for
N-0, , MMH and N H,. The data show taat only a negligible quantity of pro-
pellant can be removed through vacuum evaporation (including flash and
nucleate boiling). During the 219 second vacuum dry interval, wall tempera-
tures drop rapidly to the saturation temperature during the first few seconds
and then stabilize for . the remainder of the time. At an initial temperature
of 560°F, propellanf film thicknesses of "only 0.0077 in. (N,0 ,^ 0.0029 in.
(MMH), and 0.002 in. (N-H.) can be evaporated from the walls of the propel-
lant lines as shown in Figure 4-b7 . The vacuum evaporation phenomena in
other components of the propellant distribution system will depend on the
component mass and exposed surface area but, even with greater heat capacities,
sonic flow conditions are quickly established, restricting evaporation rates
to very low values.
k-%2
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Figure 4- 68 summarizes the ground safing and servicing requirements.
After vehicle landing and cooldown, system depressurization will be verified
and a nitrogen purge of the thrusters will be performed to assure that all
propellants have been cleared. System power will then be removed and thruster
throat plugs will be installed.
4.8.3 Servicing and Maintenance - Propulsion modules will be removed to
a remote facility for servicing. Normal servicing will include such operations
as testing valve driver circuits and the heater system and performing leak
checks. The tanks and control components will be maintained wet to the maximum
extent possible. Gravity fill procedures will be employed, and propellant
quantities determined by weight (modules removed) or by overfilling and meter-
ing off the required ullage volume (modules installed) . As discussed in Appen-
dix H, the use of molecular sieves during fill operations is recommended to
remove soluble iron from N-Q, propellant and thereby limit the potential for
rheopexy. This precaution should eliminate the need for propellant tempera-
ture conditioning during fill operations.
It is estimated that monopropellant thruster catalyst beds, containing
Shell 405 spontaneous catalyst, will require replacement every 5 to 10
flights. Due to this anticipated high repair frequency, interest has been
focused on monopropellant thruster maintenance.
Two thruster installation concepts were considered as means of simplifying
thruster maintenance. In the first concept (Figure 4-69 ), the thruster and
thruster valve are separately mounted to. support structure; gland seals between
the two components permit the thruster to be removed without disturbing the
valve(s) or necessitating system drain and decontamination. The series
thruster valves provide adequate protection to ground personnel from the toxic
propellant. Once removed, the entire unit would be transferred to the supplying
facility for servicing. Catalyst pack replacement would be accomplished by
cutting open the thrust chamber body , replacing the bed, and rewelding the
chamber. Flight acceptance tests would be performed at the same facility.
An alternate approach, readily "adaptable to plug nozzle thrusters has
/also been configured to minimize maintenance effort. As shown in Figure 4-70 ,
'the catalyst retainer assembly is removable as a unit. A press fit between
the catalyst retainer assembly and the radial outflow injector is needed to
preclude the presence of voids between the injector and catalyst. In this
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case, catalyst replacement can proceed at the vendors facility, and integrity
of the restored unit verified in a work horse chamber. Removal of the thrust
chamber, and access to the first thruster valve, is facilitated by a removable
plug closure and gland seals between the thruster and thruster valve.
Component failure data from previously flown spacecraft has been compiled,
and are presented in Appendix H. Analysis of this data indicates the following:
1. The most prevalent failure mode is leakage.
2. The primary cause of failure is contamination.
3. The major type of contamination is particulate - both metallic and
nonmetallic.
4. The components most susceptible to contamination are the pressurant
check valves and the propellant valves.
•Several conclusions can be derived from this data. Particular emphasis
must be placed on the cleanliness of parts, facilities, and environment during
the manufacturing and testing operations. Facilities, and particularly ground
support equipment must be carefully controlled and maintained, and all fluids
introduced into the vehicle must be adequately filtered. Handling procedures
must be devised which will prevent the generation of contamination. Cleaning
and flushing procedures must be instituted to remove contaminants produced
during component manufacturing, so that the vehicle is clean when assembled.
Test methods must provide for complete removal of all test fluids and provide
a clean vehicle when testing is complete.
Maintenance operations will be performed based on inflight checkout intel-
ligence data. Failure probability analyses (Section 4.7) show that the required
system repair frequency will be high. As shown in Figure 4-71 estimates vary
from a propellant system failure every 1 to 3 flights for a bipropellant RCS and
a propellant system failure every 1 to 5 flights for a monopropellant 11CS.
These numbers illustrate the importance of component accessibility in reducing
maintenance downtime. However, for most components, the time to physically re-
place the component is small when compared to the time required to safe the sys-
tem so component removal and replacement can take place. Past propulsion system
experience indicates that system reliability and reusability would be bene-
fited by maintaining the propellant feed system in a wetted condition. Flush
and clean operations can expose the system to moisture, solvents, and atmos-
pheric constituents which react with the propellants to form acids or salts.
Unless these agents can be completely removed, the final state of the system
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might be worse than it was at the start. Consequently, the wet system con-
cept is attractive, but if flush and clean operations are to be minimized,
other means must be provided to assure that the safety of maintenance person-
nel and other vehicle equipment is safeguarded during component replacement
and removal. One attractive approach relies on a replaceable cartridge- type
component packaging technique. Figure 4-72 shows a conceptual design for
the replacement of a propellant filter. The filter cartridge is 'packaged in
a cylindrical housing containing end plugs. Gland seals on the cartridge
provide assurance that the system seal will not be broken with the end plugs
removed. To replace the cartridge, the system is depressurized and the end
plugs are removed. In place of the end plugs are threaded a receiver on one
end of the housing and an ejector tool on the other. The replacement cart-
ridge is contained within the ejector tool and is inserted into the housing
by the plunger action of the tool which simultaneously displaces the old
cartridge into the receiver. The tool and receiver are then removed and the
end plugs replaced, completing the repair. The displaced cartridge seals
against the receiver to preclude the escape of propellant during disposal.
Similarity in housing design and seal configuration can be utilized in- the
design of other components to minimize development effort. Figure 4-73 shows
a conceptual design for a cartridge-type propellant shutoff valve.
The use of this approach for propellant system filters and shutoff valves
would reduce the probability of a failure requiring system flushing operations
to a minimum of 19 missions for a bipropellant RCS and 23 missions for a mono-
propellant RCS. Conventional components would be used in the pressurant
system, and replacement of these components would require only gas purging
precautions.
The replacement of propellant system components other than thrusters,
filters and shutoff valves would require either complete or partial system
draining and flushing to remove residual propellants from the system in order
to assure a safe working environment for maintenance personnel. Methods pro-
posed for past programs have included heated GN purge, vacuum drying, steam
cleaning, volatile nuetralization, serial dilution, neutralizing solution,
tri-flush, and the single-flush method used for the Gemini and Apollo pro-
grams. Of these, the single-flush method and a variation of that method
appear to be the most promising approaches for decontamination of the shuttle
RCS when necessary. A review of available solvents (Appendix E) has identified
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Isopropanol and Freon TF as the most attractive solvents for fuel and oxidizer
systems, respectively.
The.; single-flush method utilizes a volatile liquid solvent in a single
stage flushing operation, followed by a GN~ purge to facilitate drying. The
Dow Chemical Company recommended a variation to this approach for decontamin-
ating Apollo propulsion subsystems (Reference K ). Although this approach was
not adopted for Apollo, its advantages make it attractive for consideration.
The solvent is introduced into the contaminated system in its vapor phase; tne
solvent then condenses on the system internal surfaces. The flowing film of
condensed solvent vapor is effective in removing solid as well as liquid con-
taminants, while the non-condensed vapors sweep out the fumes. Since the rate
of release of contaminants from elastomers is temperature dependent, the
higher temperatures associated with vapor phase cleaning serve to quicken the
cleaning procedure. Pressure pulsing during vapor-phase cleaning to create
turbulence can be employed to further facilitate the operation.
4.9 Integral Versus Modular Systems — One of the objectives of the Phase
C and E Studies was to compare candidate systems on the basis of weight as well
as on operational characteristics and technology" considerations.
Figure 4-74 summarizes the relative merits of integral and modular sys-
tems. In addition to lower system weights, integral systems offer advantages
in the areas of thermal control requirements, effect on aerodynamics, and
severity of dynamic environment. Modular configurations benefit primarily
from safety and maintenance considerations.
The safety advantages featured in modular systems result primarily from
the isolation of the propellants from the vehicle. This isolation would limit
the effects of leakage to just the RCS modules. In addition, since servicing
operations would be performed at a dedicated facility, a catastrophic failure
during maintenance would have no effect on the vehicle and would involve only
a limited number of personnel.
Both vehicle turnaround and maintenance are enhanced by modularization
because the entire pod could be replaced in the event of major maintenance
requirements. Additionally, RCS maintenance could be performed concurrently
with vehicle maintenance unlike integral systems in which RCS vehicle main-
tenance must be performed consecutively, potentially causing delays in vehicle
turnaround.
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The only significant advantage afforded by integral systems is weight.
Although weight minimization is an attractive goal, the maintenance complica-
tions associated with integral systems are unacceptable on a reusable vehicle.
Consequently, only modular systems can be seriously considered for use on
shuttle.
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
During this study, viable earth storable RCS configurations were identified
and compared on the basis of weight, technology, safety in flight, ease of
maintenance, and reusability forecasts. Three basic concepts were defined:
a modular concept utilizing wing and nose modules, a modular concept utilizing
fuselage and nose modules, and a non-modular concept wherein the RCS was integral
within the vehicle. For each concept, alternate configurations were defined by
specifying the propellants (monopropellant or bipropellant) and either common or
dedicated tankage and RCS thrusters/OMS engines.
Integral systems suffer, relative to modular systems, in four areas:
1. Safety
2. Ease of Maintenance
3. Development Flexibility
4. Growth Capability
Although attractive from a weight standpoint, the above considerations are
sufficient to eliminate integral systems from contention.
Figure 5-1 summarizes the relative advantages of wing and fuselage modular
systems. No clearcut preference is evident; weights are comparable, and no signifi-
cant technology concerns impact either concept. However, the wing modules do
complicate wing design, and the forward firing thruster protection doors are
unattractive. These considerations, coupled with the benefits associated with
the design and development of a consolidated propulsion system make the fuselage
module concept somewhat more attractive.
Within a fuselage module concept, three viable configurations remain: a
dedicated OMS coupled with either a monopropellant or a bipropellant RCS, and a
bipropellant RCS for all maneuvers. For each system dedicated tankage is more
attractive relative to common tankage due to development ease. Based on the
study criteria the dedicated OMS - bipropellant RCS is the most attractive
concept. However, cost considerations, not included in this study, could alter
this position. The monopropellant RCS suffers a significant weight penalty,
but potentially offers reduced development effort and maintenance requirements.
Cost trades between reduced development costs but increased operational costs
(due to the payload penalty) are necessary to define the monopropellant RCS
potential. The RCS(OMS) is quite weight competitive with the dedicated
RCS—OMS configuration and, additionally would be less costly since it
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deletes the costs associated with QMS engine development. This concept suffers
in comparison to the dedicated RCS^OMS configuration solely on the basis of its
reduced flexibility to future increases in translational thrust requirements,
e.g., potential future high thrust requirements for ascent abort.
Several conclusions regarding reuse are applicable regardless of the con-
figuration chosen. The successful implementation of a multi-mission vehicle
will require thorough consideration of reusability throughout system design,
including the establishment of thermal control requirements consistent with
reusability, and in the definition of servicing, safing and maintenance opera-
ting procedures. The safety and reuse criteria identified in this study have
been so categorized, and are summarized in Figures 5-2 through 5-5. Reuse
considerations necessitate added care in the selection of component types and
arrangement to minimize the generation and effects of contaminants on system
operation.
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APPENDIX A
COMPONENT MODELS
Component weight and performance models were necessary to perform valid
trade studies and to allow accurate system weight and performance comparisons.
Models used for the preliminary analysis are discussed in Appendix B while
the following paragraphs summarize the final component models for storable pro-
pellant systems.
Al Monopropellant Thruster - The analytical model for the monopropellant
thruster was defined by the Aerojet Liquid Rocket Company (ALRC). The model
incorporates a radial-inflow platelet injector, a modularized catalyst bed,
and a submerged DeLaval thin-wall nozzle. A schematic drawing of the monopro-
pellant thruster assembly with the associated pressure budget, performance, and
weights is shown in Figure A-l. Design thrust is 600 Ibf at a chamber pressure
2
of 150 Ibf-in.. Parametric weight and performance data are presented as func-
tions of thrust level, chamber pressure, and expansion ratio in Figures A-2
and A-3.
The injector, fabricated from 304L stainless steel, supplies fuel to the
catalyst bed at low velocities. - The Shell 405 -catalyst granules are retained by
two layers of screen and a cylindrical, perforated tube retainer. The entire
replaceable catalyst cartridge is contained within a compartment which provides
lateral and columnar support to the catalyst granules. All parts of the cata-
lyst cartridge as well as the DeLaval nozzle are fabricated from Hastelloy B.
A2 Plug Nozzle Monopropellant Thruster - The weight and performance
characteristics of a fully truncated plug nozzle monopropellant thruster were
developed for use in systems analyses. Performance and envelope parameters,
defined in Figure A-4, were based on data presented in Reference A-l. The.
design incorporates partial internal expansion, thereby permitting a somewhat
higher area ratio in a fixed diameter envelope. The weight model was developed
around a Rocket Research Corporation fixed point design at 400 Ibf thrust, and
is presented in Figure A-5. The motivating factor in the consideration of
plug nozzle thrusters is the reduced reentry heating (compared to bell nozzle
thrusters) due to the minimal plug nozzle exit gap. The superposition of
nozzle exit gap on these curves illustrates how gap size decreases with
increasing chamber pressure and overall nozzle expansion ratio.
A-l
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A3 Bipropellant Thruster - A fuel film cooled bipropellant thruster
model was developed for the Phase C and E RCS study. Parametric weight, per-
formance and envelope data were developed by the Aerojet Liquid Rocket
Company under subcontract to MDAC-E. A thruster schematic, along with the
performance, weight, envelope and pressure budget are presented in Figure
A-6. The baseline thruster for these studies consists of a stainless steel
parallel platelet injector and an integral thrust chamber and nozzle of
silicide coated columbium. Figure A-7 presents thruster weight for thrust
levels of 600 and 1000 Ibf over a range of expansion ratios and chamber
pressures, and Figure A-8 defines thruster performance sensitivites to chamber
pressure, expansion ratio, and thrust level.
The following table delineates thruster performance losses for the
design point.
BIPROPELLANT THRUSTER PERFORMANCE LOSSES
F = 600 LBF
PC= 200 PSIA
e = 40:1
-- - MR= 1,65 - - -
THEORETICAL VACUUM SPECIFIC IMPULSE (SEC.) 329.8
CHEMICAL NON-EQUILIBRIUM LOSSES (SEC.) -4.2
NON-AXIAL EXIT FLOW LOSSES (SEC.) -5.0
BOUNDARY LAYER LOSSES (SEC.) -6.2
FILM COOLANT LOSSES (SEC.) -8.1
ENERGY RELEASE LOSSES (SEC.) -10.2
DELIVERED SPECIFIC IMPULSE (SEC.) . . . . . . 296.1
This data is based on a nominal wall temperature of 2200°F, and corres-
ponds to 22% fuel film cooling. The effect of percent fuel film cooling on
thruster core mixture ratio and maximum thruster wall temperature is pre-
sented in Figure A-9. As can be seen, performance can be improved by de-
creasing the film cooling losses. However, this results in an increase in
wall temperature and therefore a decrease in service life. A 2200°F wall
temperature corresponds to a 100 mission life for the RCS function; the pri-
mary life constraint is the number of thruster cold starts. For the -X (QMS)
function, the relation between thruster wall temperature and thruster mission
A-7
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life is shown in Figure A-10 for both the radiation can and insulated
installation concepts. The variance in mission life between these concepts is
due to differences in the temperature margins used for stress calculations.
For the insulated thruster, a margin of 200°F is used, whereas the radiation-
can reduces temperature nonuniformities and allows a margin of 110°F. Figure
A-ll summarizes the relation between thruster performance and service life
assuming a radiation-can installation. At the design value of 2200°F, a
service life of 50 hours is predicted which is well in excess of the 100
mission life requirement.
A4 Bipropellant QMS Engine - A parametric model was also developed by
ALRC for a bipropellant QMS engine. The configuration of this engine and its
design point are shown in Figure A-12. Regenerative cooling was selected for
the QMS engine. QMS engine weight and performance characteristics are presented
in Figure A-13.
A5 Propellant Valves - Empirical propellant valve weight models have
been developed by MDAC-E from data obtained from numerous valve manufacturing
companies. Both solenoid actuated engine valves and pneumatically actuated
isolation valves have been modeled, and. are presented in Figure A-14 for a
range of line diameters and valve pressure drops. These weights are indepen-
dent of the propellant used.
A6 Auxiliary Power Unit Components - The auxiliary power unit consists
of a turbine, reactor, hydraulic pump, and alternator. Component weight and
performance models for these components have been developed and are described
below.
A6.1 APU Turbine - The APU incorporates a two stage, axial flow impulse
turbine with pressure compounded staging for power generation. The analytical
model is an adaptation of the one discussed in Reference H. The design speed
is 70,000 RPM. Additional effort was directed toward the determination of the
optimum operating temperature in the APU environment. Waspalloy and Udimet 700
were considered as candidate materials for -the turbine disks as a result of
their high -strength properties at elevated temperatures-. Temperature-strength'
properties for these materials are shown in Figure A-15. A constant-stress
turbine disk was assumed, and typical strength margins applied to compute allow-
able pitch line blade speed as a function of turbine disk temperature. Turbine
adiabatic wall temperatures were calculated, based oh a termperature recovery
A-12
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factor of 0.85. The resultant relationship is shown in Figure A-16 for Udiroet
700. The parameter of blade speed/nozzle velocity is commonly used to express
the performance of a turbine stage, as shown in Figure A-17a. By replotting
this curve (Figure A-17b) and then superimposing the blade velocity-temperature
constraint of Figure A-17b, it can be seen that turbine efficiency must fall
off sharply with increasing temperature. Thus, although ideal turbine output
increases with increasing temperature (Figure A-17c), actual performance
optimizes at approximately 1600°F. The pitch liue velocity corresponding to
this temperature is 1600 ft/sec, as shown in Figure A-16.
A6.2 APU Reactor - A thermal bed reactor was chosen for use with the
APU in preference to a catalytic reactor for the following reasons:
1. Minimal maintenance requirements
2. Relative insensitivity of decomposition temperature to variations
in turbine power level. Electrical power requirements have been defined to
be 1000 watts corresponding to a start time.of 15 minutes.
A6.3 APU Pump, Alternator and Power Transmission - Weight models for the
APU components are lumped in the fixed weight summary presented in Figure
A-18. The hydraulic .pump is - a variable displacement axial-pis ton pump."
Design speed (6000 RPM), weight, and efficiency are based on existing aerospace
hydraulic pumps. APU electrical power output is generated by a conduction
cooled DC alternator driven by a hydraulic motor operating at a speed of 8000
RPM. Figure A-19 defines the component efficiencies used in this study.
A-19
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APPENDIX B
PRELIMINARY SYSTEM ANALYSIS
The Phase C storable propellant system design points reported in Section
4.1 were based on the system design and analyses reported in this appendix.
Identified are those studies and trades performed to obtain RCS/OMS/APU system
weights as a function of the principal design parameters including expansion
ratio, chamber pressure, and mixture ratio. Concepts considered included
various levels of RCS/OMS/APU integration. Both modular concepts, and concepts
installed integrally within the vehicle were evaluated. Propellant candidates
were monopropellant hydrazine and hypergolic bipropellants (NTO/MMH). The
preliminary system analysis was performed for two vehicle sizes; a minimum
technology orbiter (MSC-040A) and a higher performance orbiter (Mark II).
This appendix documents, for the preliminary RCS/OMS/APU concepts, the
requirements, system descriptions and schematics, component performance and
weight models, and system analysis. Those requirements and component models
which differ from the final requirements (Section 3) and the final component
models (Appendix A)are discussed herein.
The analyses was performed'using a Modular Storable Propulsion Sizing com-
puter program (MSP). This program provides a computerized, capability for cal-
culating weight, geometry, and performance of a space vehicle stage using stor-
able propellants. The components to be sized are assembled from a library of
analytical models provided in the program. Program inputs permit definition
of system and component operating requirements as well as component hardware
descriptions.
Bl Preliminary Requirements - The system requirements and vehicle inter-
face criteria used in the preliminary earth storable system analysis are
defined herein for the RCS and QMS as well as the APU. The NAS 9-12013 APS
study originally considered only fully reusable hydrogen/oxygen propulsion
systems. However, due to the high development costs associated with a fully
reusable vehicle, alternate, partially reusable, vehicle designs evolved
resulting in reduced system requirements. Consequently, the APS study was
expanded to include earth storable propellants and APU concepts. The require-
ments for the earth storable propellant studies are summarized and compared
to the original cryogenic propellant requirements in Figure B-l. A'-complete
B-l
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description of the original requirements as used in the Phase B, C (oxygen/
hydrogen), and D studies may be found in Reference G.
Bl.l RCS and QMS Requirements - The orbiter vehicles considered in this
study differed from the fully reusable vehicles in that they contain no main
engine (boost) inboard tankage. Instead, the main engine tanks-are attached,
to the underside of the vehicle and are jettisoned after orbit insertion. The
general orbiter configuration is shown in Figure B-2. Two versions of this
configuration were used in the preliminary system analysis; a minimum
technology orbiter (MSC-040A) and a higher performance orbiter (Mark II).
Overall size and general equipment arrangement were common to both configura-
tions but they differred in weight and inertia. The orbiter mass properties
are presented in Figure B-3.
Three baseline missions are defined for the study program: (1) an
easterly- launch mission, intended for delivering and retrieving payloads
in a 100;nmi circular orbit, (2) a south polar mission consisting of launching
the orbiter into an injection orbit of 50 x 100 nmi and circularizing at apogee
utilizing the QMS,,and (3) a resupply mission intended to provide logistic
support for a space station/space base in a 270 nmi orbit. The easterly
launch mission was designated as the design mission while the south polar and
resupply missions were designated'reference missions.
The on-orbit translational maneuver requirements were defined by NASA
to consist of a total-X axis velocity increment (AV) of 1000 ft/sec and a
multiaxis AV of 130 ft/sec. Additionally, with add-on propellant tankage
mounted in the payload bay, increases of 1000 ft/sec (-X) were a design require-
ment. The basic propulsion and power requirements are delineated in Figures
B-4 and B-5. In summary, the RCS must provide on-orbit angular accelerations
of 0.5 - 0.8 deg/sec2, on-orbit translation accelerations of 0.2 - 0.4 ft/sec ,
and reentry bank accelerations of 1.5 deg/sec2; while the QMS must provide the
1000 ft/sec, -X axis, velocity increment. The QMS translational acceleration
r\
requirement is 0.6 ft/sec which dictates the QMS minimum thrust level.
Bl.. 2 _APU Requirements - The APU hydraulic and electrical power profiles
were defined for the easterly launch, design mission, based upon the mission
timeline and anticipated aerodynamic loading. These power profiles are
tabulated in Figure B-6 for the ascent and descent mission phases. The total
duration of the various operations within each phase is also presented.. No.
attempt-was made to define the actual sequence of operations. The projected
B-2
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durations of APU operation may be summarized as follows: ascent-11 min.,
descent-54 min., and a prelaunch operation of 15 min. using ground supplied
propellant. Possible horizontal or ferry flight operation requires another 150
min. of APU operation. No consideration was given in this preliminary analysis
tb the APU requirements for thrust vector control during boost and/or orbiter
ferry. The total APU energy output requirements are summarized in Figure B-4.
B2 Preliminary System Descriptions - Preliminary system schematics were
prepared for both monopropellant hydrazine and bipropellant RCS and QMS
concepts and a hydrazine APU concept. The functional schematics were based
on shuttle fail safe /fail safe failure criteria and a tentative assessment
of the system installation. The schematics, together with preliminary compo-
nent characteristic models, describe the systems used in this preliminary
analysis to define nominal design points.
B2.1 Monopropellant and Bipropellant RCS and QMS - The monopropellant
and bipropellant schematics for the RCS are shown in Figures B-7 and B-8
respectively. These schematics are also applicable for the QMS. As shown,
helium pressurization was assumed for both the RCS and QMS. For the bipro-
pellant, a separate pressure regulation assembly was employed for the oxi-
dizer and fuel, since past failure analyses have indicated that,with a common
pressurant supply,there is a propensity for propellant vapors to diffuse
upstream and react within the pressurization system. Positive expulsion of
the hydrazine propellant is accomplished with rubber bladders. Bipropellant
expulsion for, the RCS is achieved with metal bellows. In the separate QMS,
propellants were positioned by RCS settling maneuvers prior to each burn, while
the integrated system approaches used surface tension acquisition devices. The
tank material was 6A1-4V Titanium in all cases.
Two RCS thruster assemblies were considered for the. study, one a radial
flow monopropellant hydrazine thruster and the other a film cooled bipro-
pellant thruster. The bipropellant design employed a hyperthin injector
and a fuel film cooled, columbium thrust chamber. Preliminary design
conditions were 600 Ib thrust, 40:1 expansion ratio, and 150 and 200 Ibf/in.
chamber pressure for the monopropellant and bipropellant designs respectively.
To provide equal volume tanks, the bipropellant design mixture ratio was 1.6:1.
Both thrusters employed RAO contoured nozzles. Thruster design, performance,
and weight are summarized in Figure B-9. Performance in both the steady state
and pulsing modes is shown as a function of expansion ratio in Figure b-10.
B-10
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Thruster weights are shown parametrically as a function of thrust and chamber
pressure in Figure B-ll. In addition, the bipropellant thruster performance
and weight dependence on overall mixture ratio is illustrated in Figure B-12.
B2.2 Monopropellant APU - The preliminary monopropellant APU system is
schematically shown in Figure B-13. A regulated helium subsystem is used to
pressurize the rubber bladder, positive expulsion tank. The hydrazine gas
generator utilized a thermal reactor for increased life capability. At the
design flowrate, the ammonia dissociation is 65 percent» resulting in a maxi-
mum turbine inlet temperature of 2060°R. A two stage, axial impulse turbine
drives a hydraulic pump, an oil cooled, constant speed drive alternator,
and a lubrication pump. The hydraulic pump is a variable displacement, axial
piston pump. The APU component performance and weight models are fully
described in Appendix A.
B3 Preliminary Analysis - Nominal system design points were defined and
preliminary system sizing data established for bipropellant and hydrazine,
RCS and QMS concepts, coupled with a hydrazine APU. Additionally, integrated
RCS/APU and RCS/OMS/APU design points and sizing data were defined. Vehicle
effects were included in the analysis~in order to properly weigh system
vehicle interactions. Study of the RCS/OMS impulse allocation covered the
full range of using the RCS only for attitude control and vernier translation
maneuvers to an RCS used for all on-orbit maneuvers. The study matrix is
shown in Figure B-14. Only stored gas pressurization was considered in
this preliminary study. A complete discussion of the pressurization trade
study is given in Appendix D.
B3.1 Configuration Definition - Configuration details and vehicle inter-
face characteristics for both integral and modular systems were defined for
the RCS. Specifically, potential component locations were defined and a com-
parison made of alternate RCS thruster number and location. The orbiter
general equipment arrangement was found to be fairly compact and thus res-
trictive on the number of potential locations for major APS components/modules
within the vehicle. Figure B-15 shows the locations and volumes available
for this purpose. Also studied was the placement of external propulsion
modules (pods). These modules were located to produce minimal effect on
vehicle aerodynamic characteristics, and, preferably, in a region where
they are shielded during reentry heating (Figure B-16). Using Figures B-15
B-15
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and B-16 as installation guidelines, several RCS thruster arrangements were
examined. These are shown in Figure B-17, which also tabulates the thruster
locations, thruster functions, and direction cosine angles of the applied
thrust vectors.
Each configuration represents a compromise in the number of thrusters
and/or modules, the number of thruster heat shield penetrations, the amount
of cross-coupling, the magnitude of thrust cosine losses and available con-
trol moment arms. Figure B-18 gives the number of thrusters required for
each configuration at thrust levels of 400, 600 and 800 Ib . Also shown are
the total impulse requirements and system weights for the integral and modular
approaches at 600 Ib thrust. It is noteworthy that the lowest total impulse
and system weight is obtained with an integral system (Configuration E),
whereas the modularized systems (Configurations A and B) result in the lowest
number of thrusters.
The modular system weights of Figure B-18 do not include structural ..
and thermal protection system (TPS) weights. The impact of the module sys-
tem on vehicle structural weight is graphically shown in Figure B-19. Also
presented is the TPS and structural weight model. Inclusion of these
weights revises the module system weights of Fieure B-18 as shown in Figure
B-20. This chart summarizes the system weight for the MSC-040A and Mark II-
vehicles for candidate monopropellant RCS configurations. The tail
mounted configurations (A and B) now become the heaviest, due to structural
effects.
The configurations for subsequent system sensitivities and design point
definition were selected, based primarily on weight considerations.
These were: Configuration D for modularized APU and RCS concepts, Configur-
ation E for integrated and separate tankage concepts, and Configuration F for the
RCS all maneuver case. In addition, the RCS thrust level was fixed at 600
Ibf per thruster..
B3.2 System Optimization and Nominal Design Points - Optimization of
candidate RCS /APU "and -RCS /QMS AAPU' integration- options was-conducted to define
nominal system design points and to establish preliminary system sizing data.
The separate, integrated, and modularized concepts of Figure B-14 were evalu-
ated using the appropriate installation of Configurations D, E, or F to
include and assess system-vehicle interactions. The study was performed using
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the MSP computer program. Parametric system weight data was generated as a
function of the principal design parameters; RCS expansion ratios of 20 to 60,
2
chamber pressures of 50 to 250 Ibf/in,, and bipropellant mixture ratios of
1.2 to 1.8. Individual RCS and QMS engine thrust levels were fixed at 600 and
3500 Ibf respectively and the QMS engine expansion ratio was held constant at
60:1 (bipropellant) and 40:1 (monopropellant), as these were established as
optimal for a maximum" exit diameter of 33 inches. Total RCS and QMS impulse
requirements,are tabulated in Figure B-21 for the MSC-040A orbiter and in
Figure B-22 for the Mark II vehicle. . -;
The results, i.e., preliminary design points and weights, are contained
in Figures B-23 and B-24. The optimal propellant storage tank pressure has
been included with the optimal chamber pressure and expansion ratio. In
addition, weights are presented for the individual RCS, QMS, or APU as well as
total weights. Pertinent system weight differentials are summarized in Figure
B-25 for the Mark II vehicle. This bar graph shows the increment in combined
system weights when referenced to a bipropellant RCS and QMS (integral
tankage) and a separate,monopropellant APU. The figure reflects the weight
penalties associated with-(1) monopropellant QMS or monopropellant all maneu-
ver RCS concepts, (2) monopropellant RCS versus bipropellant RCS, and
(3) modular tankage. As can be seen from the results, the use of monopropel-
lant for high total impulse functions introduces large weight penalties. For
instance, the use of monopropellant hydrazine for the QMS function introduces
system penalties on the order of 7000 to 8000 Ibm; this was considered to be
unacceptably high, and in conversations with the NASA Contract Technical Monitor
it was agreed that the study of monopropellant QMS and monopropellant RCS for
all maneuvers would be discontinued in order to emphasize effort on the more
viable concepts.
B3.3 Vehicle Payload Impact - The input of the system integration
options on vehicle payload weight was defined using the data reported in
Paragraph B3.4. Here, it was necessary to differentiate between system pro-
pellant weight, which has a 1:1 tradeoff with payload, and system inert weight,
which reduces payload by 1.4 Ibm for each 1 Ibm increase. Thus, comparisons on
the basis of payload magnifies the weight penalty associated with modularized
system concepts (high inert weight) and reduces the weight differential
between monopropellant hydrazine and hypergolic bipropellant systems. The
B-27
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results are shown in Figures B-26 (monopropellant) and B-27 (mixed propellant
concepts) for the Mark II vehicle and helium pressurizatioh. The referenced
system is a bipropellant all maneuver RCS and a monopropellant APU using
separate tankage. The results may be summarized as follows:
1. The payload penalty for modularization of the RCS is approximately
2000 Ibm (bipropellant) or 2200 Ibm (monopropellant) when compared to
equivalent separate systems with centrally-located tankage.
2. The payload penalty for modularization of the RCS for all on-orbit
maneuvers is 3300 Ibm (bipropellant) or 4600 Ibm (monopropellant)
when compared to equivalent, integral systems with centrally
located tankage.
3. The payload penalty for a monopropellant RCS is 1200 and 1400 Ibm
respectively, when compared to a bipropellant system on a centrally
located basis or a modularized basis.
4. The payload penalty for a monopropellant RCS for all on-orbit
maneuvers is 7800 Ibm when compared to an equivalent bipropellant
system.
5. The payload increments are additive, e.g., a modularized monopropel-
lant QMS is 3600 Ibm (2200 + 1400) heavier than an equivalent inte-
gral bipropellant system or a modularized bipropellant RCS is 800
Ibm (2000 - 1200) heavier than an integral monopropellant RCS.
B4 APU Preliminary Analysis - Preliminary APU design characteristics
were established using the vehicle operational requirements defined in Section
B1.2 and the APU component characteristics discussed in Appendix A. Effort
has been devoted to design point optimization, configuration definition, and
alternate thermal control concept evaluation as discussed below.
B4.1 APU Initial Analysis - The APU power profile includes operation
over a range of turbine power settings and at sea level as well as on orbit
ambient pressures. One of the first tasks, therefore, was to determine the
optimum chamber pressure over the wide range of operating conditions. Figure
B-28 presents the effect of chamber pressure on specific propellant consump-
tion for sea level operation. The significant performance increases associated
with high chamber pressures suggest the possibility of a pump fed system, with
propellant pressure increased from a low tank pressure to a higher chamber
pressure by an APU-driven boost pump. Figure B-29 presents APU specific
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propellant consumption over the range of power settings and at the extremes
of altitude. As expected, a performance advantage is associated with the
pump fed system operating at high chamber pressure. This performance data
corresponds to operation at the respective optimums shown in Figure B-30.
As shown, the pump fed system offers weight savings of up to 200 Ibm in re-
2
lation to the 500 Ibf/in . regulated helium pressurized system.
B4.2 APU Implementation Trade Studies - APU implementation options were
evaluated and the most attractive option selected for final system studies.
Multiple APU's are required to satisfy redundancy requirements and- various
configurations, as defined below, consisting of three or four APU's, each
coupled to an independent hydraulic system, were considered.
ALTERNATE APU CONFIGURATIONS
CONFIGURATION
A
B
C
D
E
NUMBER OF
APU'S
4
4
4
3
3
MAXIMUM HYD.
HP PER APU
115
115
115
230
230
Configurations A through C consist of four APU's, each capable of pro-
ducing 115 hydraulic horsepower and 15 KW electrical power. As shown in
Figure B-31, all four APU's of Configuration A operate such that each unit
produces 1/2 of the vehicle power requirements as defined by the power profile.
The failure of either one or two units has no effect on the remaining units.
Configuration B satisfies the vehicle power requirements by having two units
follow the power profile, while the remaining two units are at idle. In the
event of a failure, one of the idling units is brought to active status. In
Configuration C, all four APU's are active, but unlike Configuration A, each
unit produces only 1/4 of the vehicle power requirements as defined by the
power profile. The failure of one unit causes each of the remaining three
units to assume 1/3 of the power requirements. It can be seen in Figure B-31
that after the second failure, Configurations A through C all operate in a
similar fashion; that is, two units active, each producing 1/2 of the vehicle
power requirements. Configurations D and E consist of three APU's, each
capable of producing 230 hydraulic horsepower and 15 KW electrical power.
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As shown in Figure B-31, the implementation options are similar to those
already discussed.
The candidate configurations were analyzed to determine weight and per-
formance characteristics. Figure B-32 presents a summary of these results.
Although the units which run at idle or reduced power level have a higher
specific propellant consumption, significant reductions in system weight are
achieved by these configurations because their total energy output is held to
a minimum. An alternate approach to Configurations B and D is to operate only
one of the back-up units in an idle mode, keeping the other back-up unit dor-
mant. In the event of a failure, the idle unit is activated, and the dormant
unit is brought to idle status. This scheme provided an incremental weight
savings of 330 Ibm on Configuration B and 460 Ibm on Configuration D.
Configuration C and the alternate Configuration B were selected for in-
depth evaluation and are summarized in Figure B-33 as to design, operation,
and weight. The system weights of Configuration C and B (Mod) are 2206 and
1976 Ibm. respectively.
These weights are based on the use of constant speed drives (CSD)
between the gearboxes and alternators to minimize variations in alternator
frequency drift and frequency drift rates. However, analysis of the CSD
characteristics reveals that although it would be capable of nulling the
steady state frequency variations, it would be unable to cope with the
extremely high frequency drift rates (app. 1500 HZ/Sec) caused by sudden
changes in hydraulic loads. To alleviate this problem, the APU concept shown
in Figure B-13 was revised by driving the alternator with a dedicated hydraulic
motor. Figure B-34 presents the revised APU schematic. In this configura-
tion, the hydraulic motor and alternator are directly coupled, operating at a
design speed of 800 RPM. To desensitize the alternator to hydraulic load
transients, a small hydraulic accumulator is incorporated in the alternator
hydraulic line. These changes result in system weight growths of 138 Ibm and
113 Ibm for Configurations C and B (Mod.), respectively. The weight penal-
ties are justified on the basis of reduced APU development risk and improved
electrical power quality.
The two configurations were then compared on the basis of mission energy
effects. Figure 8-35 presents the weight sensitivities to APU power level
and power usage. As shown, Configuration B (Mod.) remains the lightest and
this approach was used for subsequent studies.
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B4.3 APU Thermal Control Analysis - Two alternate APU thermal condition-
ing systems were evaluated and are shown in Figure B-36. Hydrogen offers a
greater heat capacity than water. Additionally, since the heat transfer is
limited primarily by the thermal resistance of the heat exchanger walls, a
larger (and heavier) exchanger is required for the water than for the lower
temperature liquid hydrogen. Another advantage in using hydrogen is that it
also serves as a supplemental fluid for turbine drive whereas the water is
vented directly overboard as it exits from the heat exchanger. Use of water
to augment the turbine flow is not possible because of the low water pres-
sures required to keep its saturation temperature below the maximum hydraulic
fluid temperature. For efficient cooling, water must be used subcritically and
undergo a phase change. However, the water coolant system is simpler and
requires fewer controls than the hydrogen system.
In both concepts, a small lube oil/hydraulic fluid heat exchanger is used
to condition the lube oil. The hydraulic fluid heat capacity is sufficient to
absorb heating loads during ascent without exceeding the maximum temperature
(275°F). Coolant requirements are thus completely determined by the tempera-
ture levels at the start of reentry and the heat loads during reentry.
Typical designs for heat exchangers with water or hydrogen as the coolant
fluid are shown schematically in Figure B-37. The contrasting design concepts
are dictated by the critical pressures of the two alternate coolant fluids.
Water must be used subcritically and undergo a phase change for maximum
efficiency. For the design shown, water sprays uniformly over the heat
exchanger surface, evaporating as single droplets. The hydrogen cooler is
a simple coaxial counterflow heat exchanger which operates supercritically.
A primary design consideration is the prevention of excessive localized cool-
ing of the hydraulic fluid. Heat exchanger weights are 40 Ibm and 11.1 Ibm
for the water and hydrogen coolants, respectively.
Figure B-38 presents the effect of hydrogen injection on specific pro-
pellant consumption. As shown, a performance increase is realized even at
low mix'ture ratios. The effect of hydrogen injection on "turbine inlet temper-
ature and flow rate is shown in Figure B-39. Although the turbine inlet
temperature decreases substantially, the turbine must still be designed for
an inlet temperature of 2060°R, since hydraulic fluid cooling is required only
during entry.
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Another factor which must be considered in the selection of the APU
coolant is the complexity of the temperature control concept. Three control
concepts were examined for the hydrogen coolant. The differences between
them are illustrated by the hydraulic fluid temperature profiles shown in
Figure B-40. The constant flowrate concept; the simplest of the three to
implement, is not responsive to the heating level that must be absorbed. On-
off modulation provides closer temperature control but results in intermit-
tent injection of hydrogen into the turbine, making turbine speed control
much more difficult. Continuous modulation provides tight temperature con-
trol and injection of the hydrogen into the turbine is in direct proportion
to turbine power, a desirable feature.
These approaches are compared with similar coolant control approaches
using water in Figure B-41. For the baseline system (two active, one standby,
and one dormant APU), the nominal coolant requirements are 70 Ibm and 167 Ibm
for hydrogen and water respectively. The weight of the hydrogen coolant loop,
including liquid hydrogen tank and pressurization system, heat exchanger and
associated controls is 335 Ibm. However, a savings of 130 Ibm in hydrazine
and associated tankage results in an equivalent total weight of 205 Ibm using
hydrogen as the coolant. The coolant requirements for the .water flash eva-
porator are significantly higher than for hydrogen. However, the water tank-
age and pressurization assemblies are much lighter. For the baseline system,
the water, tank and pressurization assemblies, flash evaporator and associated
Controls have a total xveight of 307 Ibm.
The net weight differential of 102 Ibm was considered to be too small to
warrant the greater complexity and development risk associated with hydrogen
storage and turbine injection. Thus the water coolant loop was selected as
the preferred approach for the final system Phase E studies. Also influencing
this decision was the high probability that waste water will be available
from either the ECLS or fuel cells, negating any weight advantage shown for
hydrogen cooling.
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APPENDIX C
REENTRY EFFECTS ON THRUSTER LOCATION AND NOZZLE CONFIGURATION
Aerodynamic heating during reentry dictates a number of design selections
including RCS thruster location and possibly thruster configuration selection.
Vehicle heat shield penetrations by the thrusters create potential hot spots
during entry and can result in excessive erosion of the thermal protection sys-
tem (TPS) or overheating of the thrusters. The problem is most acute for the
nose-mounted thrusters since the forward moldline contours offer very little
reentry shielding. These thrusters are used to provide reentry yaw control and
therefore protective nozzle covers cannot be used. Plug nozzle thrusters were
considered as a means of circumventing the heating effects. The weight penalty
associated with an RCS employing plug nozzle thrusters was defined and compared
to a conventional nozzle system.
Cl Thruster Location - Limitations on nozzle temperatures make it desir-
able to place thrusters located in wing tip or fuselage pods in regions with
minimum free stream flow impingement, either directly or indirectly, after
flow expansion into the vehicle base region. Based on Reference Cl, the turn-
ing angle for the flow has been conservatively identified as:equal to the - _ _
angle of attack (a) plus 20 degrees (a + 20°). Thus for an assumed nominal
entry angle of 34 deg, no thruster components should extend into a 54 deg sec-
tion as measured from the horizontal with the apex located at the module lower
rear corner. All thrusters in the aft regions of the wing tip and fuselage
mounted pods have been placed using this criteria.
For forward firing thrusters, shielding cannot be achieved. Accordingly,
these thrusters are protected by an ablative nose cap (shown in Figure C-l)
which opens in space to permit unhindered thruster operation. These thrusters
are used only for -X translation and are therefore not required during entry.
The thrusters mounted in. the vehicle nose do fire during entry. Therefore,
protective doors are unacceptable. The shape of the main fuselage similarly
precludes the application of wake shielding to protect the thrusters. A
typical forward thruster location is shown in Figure C-2 superimposed on a
peak surface temperature map.
C2 Nozzle Configuration - Reentry heating rates are intensified in the
vicinity of the forward mounted thrusters because of the flow separation,
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impingement, and reattachment in the nozzle. A detailed evaluation of the
heating in the vicinity of the thrusters was beyond the scope of the current
study and available experimental data was limited. However, order of magni-
tude effects and comparative differences were defined for plug and conventional
bell type nozzles.
The principal characteristic lengths affecting heating are the gap width
W, gap depth D, and the boundary layer displacement thickness <S*. In the limit
of vanishing gap size, the heating rate approaches that for flow without any
thrusters; i.e., gap temperatures approach the surface temperatures of Figure
C-2. For gap dimensions ranging from 0.1 <5* to 1.0 6*, the increased heating
on the downstream lip will be approximately double the local heating rate.
For gaps large compared to <5*, increased heating associated with direct impinge-
ment on the forward facing part of the gap will approach the local free .stream
stagnation conditions.
A greatly simplified model for nominal heating variations was based on
correlations in References C2 thru C5 and is shown in Figure C-3. The dis-
placement thickness for an experimental point from Reference C6 was computed
using a simplified formula from Reference C7, evaluated for a free stream
unit Reynolds number of 8.6 x .10 /ft.
6* = 1.73 /V x 12y oo
As shown in Figure C-3, there is general agreement between the experimental
point and an extrapolation of the theory for the ratio of gap width to dis-
placement thickness much greater than one (w/i$* » 1) .
A comparison of the nominal disp lacement thickness and associated heating
using Figure C-3 is shown as a function of time for a typical entry in Figure
C-4. Nominal nozzle sizes as shown in Figure C-5 illustrate the importance
of entry heating in thruster selection. Entry maximum heating profiles for
both nozzles are compared in Figure C-4 to the nominal entry heating rate for
the lower fuselage position and in the absence of gaps,. These calculations-
indicate that local temperatures may be more than 600°F higher for the bell
nozzle than for a plug nozzle.
Experimental data reported in Reference C8 indicates even more severe
heating effects accompany interference of an operating thruster. These data
C-T
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obtained from a test program conducted at AEDC show heating rates 10 - 40
times local nominal heating in the recirculation region upstream of the
thruster.
Additional experimental testing will be required to validate the aero-
heating implications on the plug, nozzle versus bell nozzle decision. In
view of these implications, various performance analyses were performed to
evaluate the plug nozzle thrusters.
Design point optimization sensitivities for plug nozzle thrusters are
shown in Figure C-6. These data reflect thruster performance characteristics
as defined in Appendix A. Fabrication considerations require the nozzle throat
size to be at least 0.10 inches, a locus which has been superimposed on the
parametric curves. This throat size constraint limits the expansion ratio
to a value of about 20.
2
A comparison between a plug nozzle thruster (P = 150 Ibf/in. ) con-
figuration satisfying the above design constraints and a system employing
conventional bell nozzle thrusters is made in Figure C-7. The figure shows
that plug nozzle thrusters incur a system weight penalty of 324 Ibm
for the forward mounted, reference configuration. However, if the gap aero-
heating near the vehicle nose should prove so severe that the installation of
bell nozzle thrusters mounted in the forward fuselage proved to be untenable,
a configuration comprised of wing and tail pods could be employed. For this
configuration, the plug nozzle thrusters would provide a 572 Ibm weight
advantage compare'd to conventional thrusters.
C-8
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APPENDIX D
ALTERNATE PRESSURIZATION CONCEPTS
In depth studies were conducted to evaluate the weight savings potential
offered by advanced pressurization concepts. Pump fed, volatile liquid, and
hydrazine decomposition (monopropellant systems only) pressurization systems
were compared to the reference regulated helium system from the viewpoints of
weight and complexity. The alternate systems are shown conceptually in
Figure D-l. . ; . ' . ,
A comparison of the primary considerations for the four concepts is pre-
sented in Figure D-2. The weight comparisons are based on the systems weight
sensitivities to chamber pressure presented in Figures D-3, D-4, and D-5. The
significant conclusions drawn from these comparisons are:
1. For monopropellant systems, hydrazine decomposition pressurization
does show a weight savings over a regulated helium system but at the expense
of increased complexity.
2. A pump fed system is lighter than its regulated helium counterpart,
again with increased system complexity. Additionally, this system requires
liquid pressure regulators, when used in bipropellant systems, to avoid large
mixture ratio excursions.
3. Volatile liquid pressurization, although attractive from a reus-
able-refillable module aspect, is not weight competitive with any of the
other systems.
Figure D-6 summarizes the procedures used in the analysis of the various
concepts. These concepts are discussed in detail in the sections that follow.
Dl Regulated Helium - A regulated ambient temperature storage helium
pressurization system served as the reference for this study. This system,
2
shown in Schematic 1 of Figure D-l, employs gaseous helium stored at 4500 Ibf/in.
in titanium pressure bottles. For bipropellant systems, the fuel and oxidizer
have separate pressurization systems. Propellant tank operating pressure is
maintained by the use of pressure regulators, and fail operational/fail safe
redundancy is provided with three parallel regulator branches. The advantages
of extensive previous usage and minimal development costs overshadow the weight
gains afforded by some of the more complex systems.
D2 Hydrazine Decomposition - The use of hydrazine decomposition warm gas
pressurization was limited to the monopropellant systems because of compatibil-
D-l
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ity problems between the hydrazine reaction products and the oxidizer of a
bipropellant system. Various methods of implementing this concept were eval-
uated and are shown schematically in Figure D-7. Schematic 1 is a single
stage gas. generator fed by a differential area bootstrap tank. In Schematic
2, a second stage, comprised of a spherical propellant tank and catalytic
reactor, has been added. Pressurization of the second stage tank is achieved
by the first stage differential area bootstrap tank and gas generator. In
Schematic 3, the pressurant tank is operated in a blowdowri mode using a helium
pressure pad. A pump fed system is considered in Schematic 4. Here, fuel is
drawn directly from the main propellant tank to feed the gas generator. Pump
head rise is defined by gas generator and propellant tank pressure drops at
maximum flow. A gear pump with B.C. motor drive was selected for this approach
due to the low flowrates involved.
For all concepts, a heat exchanger is employed downstream of the reactor
to control the inlet gas temperature to the main propellant tank to 200°F.
The heat exchanger consists of a single stainless steel tube wrapped around
the RCS propellant tank. A heat exchanger bypass is used to preclude excessive
pressurant energy loss during periods of low demand. The total heat input to
the RCS propellant tank is 5.3 KW-HR, or 44 percent of the 11.9 KW-HR heater
requirement for the monopropellant RCS thermal control. The resultant savings
in fuel cell weight is 31 Ibm.
A weight comparison of these hydrazine decomposition pressurization
methods is shown in Figures D-8 and D-9 for a wide range of propellant tank
volumes and pressures. In Figure D-8, the total pressurization assembly weights
are compared to each other and to the reference helium system. This figure
indicates that the hydrazine decomposition concept is lighter than the reference
system for all implementation methods considered. The mass fractions
(pressurant weight/total pressurization assembly weight) are presented in
Figure D-9. These results show that the single stage differential area boot-
strap system (Schematic 1) is least attractive of the candidate concepts,
except at very small pressurant requirements. A detailed weight breakdown at
the RCS modular design point is given in Figure D-10 for each concept. Although
these, concepts show a potential weight savings over a stored gas helium system,
they are more complex, requiring relatively sophisticated controls to maintain
a tight pressure deadband and a heat exchanger to prevent the possibility of
propellant decomposition at the elevated temperatures of the reactor exhaust.
D-8
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D3 Pump Fed - The pump fed system configuration is shown schematically
in Figure D-ll for both monopropellant and bipropellants. As shown, propel?-
lants are drawn directly from the main propellant tanks; pumped to high pres-
sure by motor-driven pumps; and stored in liquid accumulators from which they
are supplied to the thrusters.
Pump and power source evaluation was based on the previous liquid
oxygen hydrogen studies reported in Reference J. For the RCS, piston pumps
(5 GPM per propellant) driven by B.C. motors were selected for use. Motor
driven vane pumps were selected for use in the RCS(QMS) where propellant
flowrates are 25 GPM. Also considered for usage was a motor driven gear pump
but, as shown in Figure D-12, it was not weight competitive with the other
two pump types considered. Also shown in this figure, is the weight of heli-
um and increased propellant tank pressure shell weight required to supply the
needed net positive suction pressure to the pumps. An optimum is obtained at an
2 2
NPSP of 8 Ibf/in. for the piston-pumps and 19 lbf/ina for the vane pumps. Pump
power requirements were supplied by fuel cells and rechargeable batteries
using the weight penalty model described in Figure D-13. For the RCS, the
accumulators provide propellant for a 20 FPS burn in conjunction with two pumps
running; pump flow capacities were established by minimum thrust requirements
(F = 160 Ibf per pod) as dictated by accumulator recharge time during reentry.
For the RCS(QMS), the pumps must meet system steady-state flow demands during
a translation maneuver (F = 2400 Ibf per pod) with the accumulators providing
flow during pump start-up (2 sec). The tradeoffs involved"in this
accumulator sizing optimization are shown in Figure D-14 where pump power
requirements (i.e. fuel cell weight) is balanced against accumulator weight.
A weight comparison of the pump fed and the regulated-helium pressuri-
zation assemblies is shown in Figure D-15 for the monopropellant and in
Figure D-16 for the bipropellant systems. As indicated in these figures,
the pump fed assembly provides a significant weight advantage over regulated
helium for large products of pressure and volume but at the RCS and RCS(QMS)
design points, regulated helium is weight competitive. Detailed weight break-
downs for pump fed systems are tabulated in Figure D-17 for the RCS and RCS(QMS)
design points. It should be noted that in this analysis, helium
pressurization was assumed for the forward system pods since the high fixed
weight of pumps/accumulators makes their use impractical for small tank
volumes. This system, even at the larger tank volumes where it is lighter
than the regulated helium system, has the disadvantages of supplying the
0-13
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propellents to the thrusters at varying pressures and thus altering system per-
formance accordingly. For bipropellant systems, random pressure fluctuations
between fuel and oxidizer can result in unacceptable mixture ratio excursions,
and liquid pressure regulators are therefore required.
D4 Volatile Liquids - A detailed analysis and system optimization was
performed on ..a volatile liquid pressurization .concept. Schematics for both the
monopropellant and bipropellant volatile liquid pressurization assemblies are
shown in Figure D-18. Propellant expulsion is accomplished by phase change
of a pressurizing volatile liquid. With this concept, the system can be
designed to operate in either a blowdown mode, wherein recovery to nominal
tank pressure is effected by heat addition between burns, or in a controlled
mode wherein high-power heaters maintain a constant pressurant temperature
during the expulsion cycle. In this later mode, the input heating rates
must satisfy the instantaneous energy requirements for pressurant vaporization
and flow work. Inherent advantages of volatile liquids over cold gas are:
reduced volume, increased reliability and simplified recycling; that is,
there is no need to vent and recharge the pressurant during propellant refill.
Propellants are simply loaded at a pressure in excess of the pressurant vapor
pressure causing the pressurant to return to its liquid phase. The selection
of a suitable volatile liquid is based on its having a saturation vapor
pressure equal to tank operating pressure in the temperature range of interest.
It must also be compatible with the propellant and should possess a low
molecular weight. The procedure employed in the optimization of the volatile
liquid system is outlined in Figure D-19. Candidate pressurant characteristics
were used in conjunction with tankage and power weight penalties to determine
the optimum operating temperature as a function of chamber pressure. RCS weight
sensitivities to chamber pressure were then evaluated using this relationship.
This resulted in the definition of the most attractive pressurant and its
respective optimum chamber pressure and operating temperature for each system.
Figure D-20 shows the saturation temperature versus vapor pressure
characteristics for the eight volatile liquids considered in this study. This
figure illustrates another quality of the volatile liquid which is important
in system weight considerations. The vapor pressure of the pressurant at the
upper limit of the operating temperature range determines the maximum pressure
for which the propellant tank must be designed. The.resulting increase iti
D-21
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tank weight over a tank sized at nominal pressure can be significant. In some
cases, this penalty is high enough to overshadow, any advantage a particular
volatile liquid may have due to low molecular weight and low heat of vapor-
ization.
Figures D-21, D-22, D-23, and D-24 show pressurization assembly x^eights
for a range of tank operating pressures for the modular APU, monopropellant
and bipropellant RCS, and RGS (QMS) respectively. These figures show that
different volatile liquids give the optimum system weight depending on the
operating pressure of the system. Ammonia gives the lightest weight system
at the APU, and monopropellant and bipropellant RCS design points and difluoro-
ethane is the optimum volatile liquid for the RCS(QMS) design point. A
detailed design point weight breakdown for the four systems is presented in
Figure D-25.
These weight estimates were based on an allowable RCS tank pressure
decay of 25 psi during a 20 ft/sec RCS maneuver. Fuel cells supply the neces-
sary heater power. For the RCS(QMS), the heaters were sized to provide a
constant tank pressure for the longest single burn which is a retrograde from
a 500 nmi orbit (AV = 900 ft/sec) during a mission abort. Rechargeable nickel-
cadmium batteries were found to be the best power source for the high peak
power demands. Figure D-25 also shows that the exorbitant weight penalty
associated with these volatile liquid systems far overshadows any operational
advantages that could be realized by their use.
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APPENDIX E
TANKAGE AND PROPELLANT ACQUISITION
One of the primary propulsion technology concerns is the successful devel-
opment of propellant tankage capable of satisfying shuttle life- requirements.
Effort has been focused on tankage materials, positive propellant expulsion
devices, and methods of implementing expulsion redundancy.
Reliability requirements are not normally extended to include propellant
expulsion devices. However, redundant acquisition is an attractive option,
and therefore methods of incorporating redundancy were extensively investigated.
As shown in Figure E-l, the incorporation of multiple tanks to achieve redun-
dancy sufficient for a safe entry results in high weight penalties. One
alternative is a back-up start tank concept (Figure E-2). In this concept,
propellant contained in a secondary tank could be used to generate settling
forces of sufficient magnitude to position the main pank propellants for
expulsion. Main tank propellants would then be used for deorbit maneuvers.
Another approach is to improve expulsion reliability by incorporating a
redundant expulsion device. The weight penalties associated with the imple-
mentation of various redundant expulsion devices are summarized in Figure E-3.
This concept has been investigated in detail, and is discussed in the sections
that follow.
A review of positive expulsion technology has identified the following
concepts:
o Nonmetallic bladders/diaphragms
o Reinforced metal diaphragms
o Rolling metal diaphragms
o Bellows
o Pistons
o Capillary devices
o Surface tension devices
o Collapsible metal containers
However, shuttle reusability requirements have limited consideration of propel-
lant acquisition concepts to nonmetallic bladders/diaphragms, metallic bellows,
pistons and surface tension positive expulsion devices. Figure E-4 summar-
izes the relative merits of these concepts. Based on the tankage evaluation
reported herein, a nonredundant surface tension tank constructed of 6A1-4V
E-l
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Titanium was chosen as the baseline for this study. Titanium was selected
due to its weight competitiveness, compatibility properties, and the depth of
experience in its use. However, 301 cryoformed stainless steel does offer
several attractive properties, and further consideration is warranted prior
to final material, selection.
El Bladders - Figure E-5 summarizes the status of nonmetallic bladder/
diaphragm .expulsion devices. The recent development of improved elastomeric
bladder materials, i.e., AFE 332-7, an EPT rubber, greatly increases the
likelihood that a bladder for hydrazine service can be made to meet the full
cycle life requirement imposed by Space Shuttle. However, notwithstanding
a renewed effort on carboxy nitrosp rubber (CNR) bladders, the prospect of
developing a compatible high cycle life bladder for nitrogen tetroxide service
is much less favorable. Teflon bladders are limited to 6-10 missions, and
hence they are unattractive for Shuttle application. The primary problem areas
with bladders in general and teflon bladders in particular, are pinhole leaks
(bladder bifolds), tears (propellant slosh), and flange leakage.
Past efforts to incorporate redundancy concentrated on the use of multi-
ply bladders. However, multi-ply bladdersfail to. provide the desired redun-
dancy because the presence of additional plys increases fold strain, promotes
abrasive wear between plys, and contributes to interply inflation by the
pressurizing gas (thereby preventing adequate filling and expulsion). The
preferred approach to redundancy is one in which a redundant bladder/diaphragm
is maintained in an inactive status until required for backup operation. Such
a concept is shown in Figure E-6. Here, two elastomeric diaphragms are clamp-
ed to opposite sides of a propellant manifold ring and the entire assembly is
bolted to a flange on the inside of the tank. The tank is welded shut fol-
lowing diaphragm installation. During operation, the pressurizing gas is
admitted to one side of the tank, activating that diaphragm for propellant
expulsion; the other diaphragm is kept tight against the tank wall by the
resulting hydrostatic pressure. Communication between the bulk propellant
and outlet manifold ring is facilitated by integrally molded ribs on the
inside of the diaphragm. Diaphragm failure is sensed by a gas detector in
the propellant outlet line and/or propellant sensors on the pressurant side
of the diaphragm. Upon sensing a failure, it is necessary to vent the pres-
surizing gas to avoid a continual worsening of propellant quality via
increased gas entrainment.
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The sequential operations involved in activating the backup diaphragm
following a failure are depicted in Figure E-y. As shown, depressurization
of the tank causes the failed diaphragm to be forced against the tank wall
by propellant vapor pressure. The change in volume on the liquid side of
the diaphragm is occupied by a vapor bubble formed by the boiling propellant.
The vent valve is then closed and pressurant gas is admitted to the opposite
end of the tank, pressing the backup diaphragm into service. Repressuriza-
tion of the tank collapses the propellant vapor bubble and readies the system
for continued operation. (A small amount of pressurant gas may remain
trapped within the diaphragms.)
The redundant bladder tankage weight model developed in this study is
shown in Figure E-8. The increase in tank weight due to redundancy is mini-
mal; however, pressurant (and therefore pressurant tank) weights must be
approximately doubled to accomplish .tank venting and repressurization in
the event of an expulsion device failure .near mission completion.
E2 Bellows - Metallic bellows offer the highest confidence level in pro-
viding reliable, multimission operation although they are considerably heavier
than the other candidate expulsion devices. Problems associated with the
implementation of bellows expulsion "devices can be eliminated by effective
design, as discussed in Figure E-9. A high cycle life is obtained by design-
ing the bellows elements for a low operating pitch-to-span ratio. The dyna-
mic environments present the greatest threat to bellows integrity and, in
this regard, past development problems can generally be traced to excessive
clearances between the bellows core and tank shell. A large clearance con-
tributes to high impact loads on individual bellows elements and cocking of
the movable bellows head when subjected to shock, acceleration and/or vibra-
tion. Dimensional control is particularly difficult for the large tank dia-
meters of the shuttle since diametrical deflection of the tank shell under
internal pressure loads is relatively large, i.e., ^ 0.25 in. In an attempt
to overcome this problem, the conceptual design illustrated in Figure E-10,
utilizes a thin, pressure-balanced inner wall. External manifolding and
valving assure a proper pressure balance across the wall under both normal
and failed bellows operating modes. Figure E-ll shows the bellows tankage
weight model. In the model, a skirted piston provides the necessary expul-
sion capability in the event of a bellows failure. The procedure used in
switching to the backup mode is similar to that discussed for the bladders/
E-9
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diaphragms, that is, the bellows are fully extended by propellant vapor pres-
sure before a pressure drop is established across the piston and piston
travel is initiated.
E3 Pistons - The inherent cycle life capability of piston propellant
expulsion devices is practially unlimited, but the number of qualified piston
tanks is relatively small. For small diameter tanks, lighter expulsion
devices are readily available while for large diameter tanks, serious devel-
opment problems have been encountered in establishing and maintaining piston
oeal integrity. Notable in this latter category are the 22 in. fuel and
oxidizer tanks for the Lance missile.
As discussed in Figure E-12, the major problem areas in maintaining seal
integrity are piston walking/cocking, low seal dump pressures and piston
breakup at the completion of the expulsion cycle. Piston cocking results from
unequal propellant pressure distribution on the face of the piston under
dynamic loading conditions. To preclude these unwanted moments it is
necessary to contour the piston face and control piston mass distribution
such that dynamic loads always pass through or near the piston eg. It is
also desirable to provide a piston skirt which is a minimum o£ one tank
radius in length.
Low seal dump pressures result from inadequate seal "squeeze" over the
full piston stroke. Tank wall deflection and/or out-of-roundness are the
primary causes. As with the bellows tank concept, such deficiencies can be
avoided by incorporating a thin, pressure-balanced inner wall which will be
forced into roundness by the stroking piston.
At the conclusion of the stroke, the piston must be capable of with-
standing dynamic settling loads in addition to the full system pressure
differential or piston breakup will occur. This problem is alleviated by
designing the inside radius of the aft tank closure to a value slightly less
than the piston radius. Initial piston contact with the closure is then made
at the outer diameter and the thin-wall piston face is allowed to deflect/
yield to the shape of the aft closure.
All of these design concepts were successfully used in the 16 inch dia-
meter hydrogen peroxide tank for the MDAC Ballistic Glide Reentry Vehicle
(BGRV) missile. The tank, shown in Figure E-13, was constructed from 301
cryoforme'd stainless steel, and featured an integral pressurant tank.
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These design concepts have also been Incorporated in the redundant
expulsion device tank developed in this study. In this design (Figure E-l4),
the redundant expulsion feature is provided by a. rolling metallic diaphragm
attached to the piston head. During normal operation, pressurant flow to
the primary piston passes through a spring-loaded poppet in the- head of the
rolling diaphragm assembly (see drawing detail in Figure E-14). A mechan-
ical standoff on the tank bulkhead and a spring retainer clip on the poppet
assembly keep the poppet unseated to assure free pressurant flow until the
backup expulsion assembly is activated. Once activated, pressurant is
admitted to the backside of the diaphragm head and the resulting pressure
drop across the head overcomes the clip retention force and moves the head
off the standoff. The poppet then seals to provide a leak-tight assembly
for backup expulsion.
Figure E-15 presents the redundant piston tank weight model. As with
the redundant bladder and bellows tanks, additional pressurant is also
required to account for losses incurred during the transfer to the backup
expulsion device.
E4 Surface Tension - Nonredundant surface tension devices were chosen
as the baseline propellant acquisition method for the study. Since these
devices are passive in nature, they are normally regarded as requiring no
redundancy. However, in actuality, effective screen pore size can change under
under imposed slosh, acceleration and vibration loads, as discussed in Figure
E-16. Furthermore, flight experience on such devices is limited, and pre-
flight verification of integrity is difficult. Therefore, redundancy of the
surface tension device was considered to be a desirable objective, and was
evaluated in this study.
Because satisfactory performance is contingent upon the maintenance of
a stable liquid-gas interface at the screen surface, the dynamic environments
and degree of required propellant retention (total or partial) must be
thoroughly understood. A screen mesh size must then be selected to withstand
the total AP throughout the device due to hydrostatic, viscous and dynamic
- - - - - - _ .. — _
effects. Practical limitations are 192 Ib/ft (hydrazine);98 Ib/ft (monomethyl-
f\
hydrazine), and 75 Ib/ft (nitrogen tetroxide). During entry, the.accelera-
tion forces are of sufficient magnitude to exceed the surface tension capabil-
ities, necessitating location of the sump below the settled propellants during
this phase of the mission. The candidate tank concept used in Figure E-17 is
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similar to the screen/channel designs developed under the earlier NASA-MDAC
APS studies and improved upon under Contract NAS.8-27685. As shown, two separ-
ate and independent sets of acquisition and collector channels are used for
redundancy, and a false bottom is incorporated in the tank to isolate suffic-
ient propellant in the lower compartment for entry maneuvers. A valve at the
base of each collector channel is closed after retrograde or in the event of a
sensed malfunction. Valves are also located at the tank outlets to allow pre-
ferential withdrawal of gas-free propellants from the tank sump. The weight
models for both redundant and nonredundant surface tension tanks are presented
in Figure E-18. With this concept, it is not necessary to vent and repressur-
ize the tank following an expulsion device failure, and therefore a pressurant
system weight penalty is not associated with redundancy.
E5 Failure Detection - The inclusion of redundancy implies the capa-
bility of failure detection. Gas leakage into the propellant, rather than the
reverse situation, is the more likely mode of failure due to the pressure
differentials that would exist across the candidate expulsion devices at fail-
ure onset. (The bellows tank is the possible exception; the direction of
leakage flow would depend on the design bellows spring rate.) Because a gas
bubble in the propellant can assume a random orientation in a zero g environ-
ment it would be difficult to detect within the propellant tank without an
inordinate number of sensors. It is more desirable to draw the bubble into
the tank sump or screen trap where it can be detected and vented to vacuum.
To accomplish this, it is proposed that the tank heaters be installed near
the propellant outlet. This would create a propellant temperature gradient
that would cause the bubble to migrate toward the outlet (minimum bubble
surface energy) where it would be swept into the gas trap during propellant
outflow. The presence of gas within the trap could then be detected by one
of the candidate sensors described in Figure E-19, Each of these devices
relies on the alteration of a specific property of the fluid, such as density,
dielectric coefficient or index of refraction, as a means of detecting a
change in flu-id quality. Ail offer continuous" monitoring capability and can
be incorporated in such a way as to minimize effects on fluid flow. The
capacitance probe and refractometer are considered to be the simplest of the
candidate detection devices and typical installations for these are depicted
in Figure E-20. The remaining sensors represent increasing levels of complex-
ity, with the microwave cavity requiring the most elaborate installation.
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The detection of contaminants, i.e., propellant, in a gas is a fairly
common measurement.having widespread industrial application. Several viable,
concepts were defined and these are summarized in Figure E-21. The first
three concepts shown operate by inciting a small chemical reaction between
the propellant and sensor. Of these, the catalytic and thin film sensors are
simple devices requiring a minimum of peripheral equipment. The kryptonate
sensor is also attractive but requires a radiation counter. The difficulty
with all three is that their sensitivity is degraded by aging or poisoning,
thus necessitating sensor ports in the tank wall to facilitate their periodic
removal and replacement. Figure E-20 shows a typical installation for the
catalytic and thin film sensors. The sensors would be located in internal
tank crevices to take advantage of capillarity in drawing liquid propellant
to them. Each of the remaining devices discussed in Figure E-21 require more
complex installations, a factor which tends to exclude them from additional
consideration.
E6 Composite Tank Materials - To reduce the high inert weights associated
with propellant and pressurant tankage, advanced materials, such as those, shown
in Figure E-22 may be used. For propellant or pressure vessels, fabrication
from composite materials is normally accomplished by winding high strength
fibers about a mandrel in the presence of a matrix material. The most widely
used and fully-developed composite is S-glass in an epoxy matrix. A newer
material, Dupont PRD-49, an organic polymer, was designed as a direct
substitute for fiberglass, thus taking advantage of existing fabrication
tooling. Its advantage lies in its low density. Although relatively new,
this material appears most promising. Boron and graphite fibers are also
attractive. Their most important advantage is their high modulus. When used
with an aluminum matrix, boron is sometimes covered with silicon carbide
(Tradename Borsic) to prevent the boron fibers from combining with the
aluminum matrix during fabrication. This also improves the materials chemical
inertness. Silicon carbide in an epoxy matrix is a new material and
only a limited amount of development effort has been expended on it. It
combines the advantages of chemical inertness, high modulus and high strength
at elevated temperature. Figure E-23 shows the potential weight savings
obtainable with composite pressurant vessels when compared to titanium. For
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those types using a porous matrix, i.e., epoxy, a thin metal liner is
used. Liners which have been used successfully .include several aluminum
alloys, 6A14V Titanium, Inconel and Stainless Steel.
£7 Compatibility - In the design of propellant tankage for storable
propellants, compatibility of materials with the propellants must
receive detailed consideration. Accordingly, a literature search has been
conducted to accumulate data on materials compatibility, with primary emphasis
on the particular requirements of Space Shuttle, namely, reusability and ease
of maintenance.
Two classes of test programs have been performed in this field: coupon
tests and, to a much lesser degree, representative tankage tests. The coupon
tests are quite useful in identifying those materials which are grossly incom-
patible, but they do not represent conclusive proof of a metal's suitability.
It is only at the level of representative tankage testing that all of the
factors can be brought into play. In this type of program, the effects of
surface condition, weld joint design and fabrication, stress corrosion, and
environment can all be realistically duplicated.
Of the several programs of this nature that have been conducted, the
"Packaged Systems Storability" program, which has been continuing for the past
four years at the Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory, is of special
interest. In this program, representative tankage articles, designed and
fabricated by various vendors, have been subjected to 85°F and 85 percent
relative humidity in the case of oxidizers, and 65°F to 165°F and uncontrolled
humidity in the case of fuel. Figure E-24 describes the causes of the
failures occurring throughout the course of the program, and Figure E-25
summarizes the performance of the various metals which have been evaluated.
It is apparent from these preliminary results that the design and quality
control of weld areas is of utmost importance. Double heat welds which occur
at start/stop points and at weld intersections or at weld repairs lead to a
high incidence of cracks. This condition is especially prevalent
in manual repair welds because of poor control of heat input.
Figure E-26 presents the results of the screening of candidate metals.
These metals have been evaluated, based on propellant compatibility, weld-
ability, ultimate strength to weight ratio, and fracture-toughness. In the
evaluation of propellant compatibility, over thirty sources were reviewed,
with more attention given to representative tankage test results. Compatibility
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with wet nitrogen tetroxide has been included since tests have shown
that under conditions in excess of 30 percent relative humidity, NTO vapor
leaks will not dissipate into the atmosphere, but rather combine with the
water vapor to form dilute nitric acid condensate on the tank exterior. The
corrosive nature of the nitric acid can then (depending on the -material)
enlarge the original leak to the extent that liquid leaks occur.
Space Shuttle ease of operation requirements dictate a choice of
materials that are relatively insensitive to humid environment and occasional
propellant spills. Although several aluminum alloys "are well suited for use
in the storage of concentrated (>82%) nitric acid, their resistance decreases
rapidly with decreasing concentrations, and are therefore poorly suited to
the storage of oxidizers on Space Shuttle.
Conclusions as to the compatibility of metals and hydrazine found in
the literature have been modified somewhat to the extent that concern over
propellant decomposition has been tempered. Many of the documented test
programs have been performed specifically for the evaluation of compatibility
for multi-year missions. For that type of application, propellant decomposition
and the resulting pressure buildup is a significant concern. For the Space
Shuttle application, however, where the maximum mission duration is on the
order of 30 days, negative conclusions based on long-term propellant decom-
position are not necessarily applicable. In general^ metals which are satis^
factory with hydrazine are also acceptable for use with HMH, since it is no.more
corrosive, and not as susceptible to catalytic decomposition. Based on these
findings, two materials, 6A1-4V Titanium and 301 Cryoformed Stainless Steel
were chosen for further evaluation.
E8 Fracture Mechanics - Pressure vessels often contain small flaws or
defects that are either inherent in the material, or introduced during fabri-
cation. Even though considerable emphasis is being placed upon improving
non-destructive inspection techniques, the fact remains that all defects can
not presently be detected. These defects can cause severe reductions in the
static lo_ad capability..and the operational life, of _the_pressure vessel.
Fracture Mechanics is considered the most quantitative approach for evaluating
the impact of these undetected flaws on pressure vessel design and reuse
characteristics.
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The theory of Fracture Mechanics can be used to predict the minimum
service life of pressure vessels by assuming that failure will be caused by
existing flaws. Failure results when the stress intensity (a parameter
which reflects the redistribution of stress in an elastic body due to the
presence of a flaw) at the flaw tip reaches a critical value, defined as
fracture toughness. Stress intensity increases with increasing flaw size
and/or applied stress level. Under imposed cyclic or sustained stresses,
such increases can result in critical stress intensity. For any specified
environment, a threshold stress intensity level exists, below which sus-
tained flaw growth does not occur. For stress intensities below the threshold
value, the cyclic life is limited by the number of cycles required to
increase the stress intensity to the threshold level. Above the threshold
level, continuous flaw growth occurs, and failure could occur in one
additional cycle if the hold time were sufficiently long. This threshold
limit is a function of the material's environment. The growth of a flaw in
a thick walled vessel produces a catastrophic failure when the stress intensity
reaches the critical value. However, if the material fracture toughness
and the applied stress are such (high fracture toughness - low applied stress)
that the critical flaw size exceeds the vessel wall thickness, flaw growth
proceeds through the wall thickness and the failure mode is one.of leakage
rather than fracture. ._
The best known method of verifying pressure vessel life is the proof
test. The proof factor necessary to verify a given cycle life is equal to
the critical-to-initial-stress intensity ratio corresponding to this life.
Figure E-27 presents the proof factors required for 6A1-AV Titanium in a
noncorrosive (neutral) environment. For example, to demonstrate a life of
500 cycles, a proof test at 1.45 times the operating pressure is required.
If an initial flaw were large enough to cause a failure under operating
stresses in less than 500 cycles, then failure would occur at the proof
stress during the first cycle.
Successful completion of the proof test implies the absence of flaws
above a certain size (the higher the proof pressure, the smaller the possible
flaw). In general,larger initial flaw depths are permissible with titanium
than with 301 Cryoform for any given design and cycle life requirement.
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Titanium, therefore, shows an advantage in this respect by offering a better
probability of flaw detection prior to tank fabrication by nondestructive
inspection techniques. Radiographic techniques are capable of detecting flaw
sizes on the order 0.020 in. Since the allowable initial flaw size
necessary to ensure a life of 1000 cycles for the RCS tanks will be on the
same order of magnitude, the engineer must rely heavily on proof testing
to demonstrate integrity of vessels fabricated from this material. (Several
aluminum alloys, notably 2219 T87,are attractive from Fracture Mechanics consid-
erations in that they offer significantly larger allowable flaw sizes.
Additionally, since lower factors of safety, consistent with the 1000 cycle
life requirement, can be used with aluminum than with steel, weight penalties
can be minimized. However, as discussed in Section E7, aluminum is not com-
patible with NTO in a humid environment. For this reason, its use as a material
of construction was not specifically evaluated.)
A desirable feature in pressure vessel design is to have failure occur
in the leakage mode rather than the fracture mode. This assures greater
safety to vehicle and crew during mission operation, and often prevents
catastrophic loss of a component during proof testing. Figures E-28 and E-29
define the conditions necessary to assure failure by leakage rather than by
fracture for 6A1-4V Titanium and 301 Cryoform, respectively. For a typical
titanium RCS wing pod propellant tank design with a hoop load of approxi-
2
mately 4500 Ibf/in (tank pressure = 300 Ibf/in , tank radius = 15 in.), a
factor of safety of 3.5 on ultimate stress would be required to preclude
failure by fracture. Since the conventional factor of safety based on
static considerations is 2.0, designs to provide failure by leakage in a
titanium tank would result in 78% increase in tank shell weight, as shown
in Figure E-30. However, the same tank made from 301 Cryoform at a factor
of safety of 2.0 would provide reasonable assurance that the predominant
failure mode was leakage (Figure E-31). This contrast is due to the fact
that the fracture toughness of 301 is more than twice the fracture toughness
of titanium, resulting in a factor of approximately four between the two
sizing boundaries for failure by leakage. For a pressurant vessel, the hoop
load is sufficiently high that a design based on failure by leakage is
impractical. One approach would be to reduce the hoop load by using multiple
tanks of smaller radii. Nevertheless, the weight penalty is high. For
example, the weight of four 301 Cryoform pressurant bottles per RCS module,
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designed for leakage failure, would be 2.4 times the weight of a single
bottle designed with a factor of safety of 2.0 to fail by fracture. A more
attractive alternative would be to fabricate the pressurant tanks from
composite materials, which generally provide leakage as the failure mode.
Thin walled pressure vessels with surface cracks can be analyzed under
conditions of plane strain. When flaw depths become deep in relation to the
wall thickness, a magnification factor is utilized in the solution of the
stress intensity equation. Kobayashi's solution of magnification factors
(M^ ) for deep surface flaws, and an example comparison of critical flaw sizes
for thim and thick walled vessels are presented in Figure E-32. For initial
flaw depths which are small in relation to the wall thickness, thin walled
vessels are
 }in effect, thick walled vessels, as shown in Figure E-32.
However, as flaw size increases, the effects of the magnification factor become
progressively more pronounced. As demonstrated in Figure E-33,, flaw growth
rate accelerates with increasing stress intensity. Since for a given flaw
depth and applied stress the stress intensity in a thin walled vessel is
greater than that in a thick walled vessel (due to tO , the flaw growth
rate can be expected to be greater, and therefore pressure vessel life as
predicted by Figure E-27 would be somewhat optimistic. To accurately
predict thin walled vessel life the flaw growth rate curve must be integrated
for the given vessel design, as described in Reference E-l, using M^
to account for the increase in stress intensity (and thus increase in growth
rate) as the flaw enlarges. Figure E-34 compares the life capability of a
typical RCS propellant vessel as predicted by thin and thick walled theory.
Pressure vessels designed for multi-cycle operation require large proof
factors to demonstrate life capability. For the case of a typical shuttle
RCS propellant tank having a 1000 cycle life requirement, proof factors
approaching 2.0 are necessary to verify full life capability. This con-
straint dictates either high safety factors (and heavier tanks) in order to
maintain proof stresses below yield, or a series of proof tests performed
throughout the vessel life, each verifying a portion of the total life. An
alternative to these two approaches is to take advantage of the change in
material properties that takes place at cryogenic temperatures to enhance
the efficiency of proof testing. As shown in Figures E-35 and E-36,
cryogenic temperatures result in elevated ultimate strengths and, in the
case of 301 Cryoform, decreased fracture toughness. Figure E-37 presents
a comparison of cryogenic and room temperature proof tests for a typical
E-1.6
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(thin walled) RCS propellant tank. As shown, limiting room temperature
proof stress to 140 KSI (0.875a ) restilts in the.verification of only 600
cycles. By contrast, 1000 cycles can be verified cryogenically at a proof
stress of only 0.7oy,. In the case of 301 Cryoform (Figure E-38), the
resulting margin at cryogenic temperatures is even greater. By adjusting
the factor of safety downward, thereby letting the proof stress more nearly
approach a ,a lighter weight design could be achieved, consistent with a
life of 1000 cycles.
Both titanium and"301 Cryoform appear to be viable materials for the
RCS tankage. Titanium was chosen as the baseline for this study based on
its weight competitiveness, compatibility properties, and the depth of
experience in its use. However, it must be noted that 301 Cryoform does
offer attractive failure mode properties. Additionally, 301 Cryoform
offers a cost advantage in relation to titanium due to its relative ease
of fabrication, and further consideration of this topic is warranted prior
to final selection.
The environmental factors affecting Fracture Mechanics material pro-
perties are temperature and the prevailing corrosive medium. The expected
temperature range of the RCS tankage is 40°F to 165°F. Within this range,
changes in fracture toughness and flaw growth rate are relatively small for
the'materials under consideration. In general, fracture toughness increases
and flaw growth rate decreases with increasing temperature.
Sustained loading in the presence of corrosive mediums tends to reduce
life. Figure E-39 shows as a function of the initial-to-critical-stress
intensity ratio, how subcritical flaw growth affects cycle life for 6A1-4V
Titanium. Also shown is the effect of NO on life under sustained loading •
conditions. Flaw growth due to cyclic loading proceeds until the threshold
level in N20. (K /K = 0.81) is reached, at which time sustained growth,
leading to failure, occurs. For this same intensity ratio, a vessel in a
neutral environment would be capable of sustaining an additional 140 cycles
(see Figure E-39 )• Thus, the .presence of N~0 results-in the loss of 140
cycles. Propellant tank design life is, therefore, the sum of the operating
cycle requirement and the cycles lost due to the corrosive environment.
Figure E-40 presents a comparison of the threshold levels and cycles lost
for 6A1-4V Titanium and 301 Cryoform in various propellant and solvent
environments. (It should be noted that considerably more data is available
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for titanium, and this disparity would inevitably lead to higher development
costs for 301 Cryoform.)
Current thinking on shuttle propulsion system maintenance procedures
indicates that best system operation will be achieved by keeping the
system wet with propellants and by minimizing flushing operations. However,
a variety of failure modes still exist which will require complete or partial
system flushing. Solvents will be required for system cleansing and inerting
during these maintenance procedures. Additionally, test phase operations
will require frequent inerting, and it is important that compatible solvents
be used. During previous test programs, referee fluids have been used for
pressure testing in place of storable propellants for reasons of personnel
safety and test expediency. As shown in Figure E-40 , while the propellants
of interest exhibit reasonably high threshold levels, some of the candidate
cleaning solvents and/or referee fluids represent a serious threat to tank
integrity. The use of methanol in particular, results in an extremely low
threshold stress intensity level for titanium. Its use as a referee fluid
during pressure cycling tests on Apollo SPS fuel tanks resulted in the fail-
ure of at least two tanks (Reference E-2 ). Although Freon^MF has been used
with Apollo nitrogen tetroxide systems, it also exhibits a low threshold with
titanium when compared to N^O,. If purging operations cannot completely
remove all traces of solvents such as these, then tank design criteria will
have to be altered to compensate for them.
Water would be an effective cleanser, but due to the many inherent traps
in the propulsion system and the high boiling point of water, it would be
difficult to completely dry the system, and potential acid formation when
combined with the propellant could result in corrosion.
In addition to being effective cleansing agents and compatible with
materials of construction, cleaning solvents must not react with the pro-
pellants. Cleaning techniques usually include system drying with inert gas
after solvent removal, but residual solvent can conceivably remain in bellows
convolutions, bladder folds, etc. The reaction of residual Freon TF solvent
vapor and hydrazine to form N^H.HCl which, in turn, caused corrosion of 6A1-4V
Titanium has been observed by the Stanford Research Institute (Reference
E-3 ). Hydrazine containing N^H.HCl would also be corrosive to aluminums
and stainless steels. For this reason, chlorinated solvents should not be
used in hydrazine systems unless all traces can reliably be removed prior
to use.
 E_5?
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There is, at present, no single solvent which is satisfactory for use
with both fuels and oxidizers. Isopropanol is the proper choice for fuels,
replacing methanol on the basis of fracture mechanics considerations. However
it cannot be considered for use with oxidizers due to the hypergolic nature
of the combination. Either Freon MF or Freon TF appear to be satisfactory
for use with oxidizer, with Freon TF being the preferred choice for two
reasons. First, it exhibits a slightly higher threshold stress intensity
than Freon MF. Second, prospects for reclamation of Freon TF are quite
promising due to the separation ( 47°F) in boiling points between TF and NTO,
whereas Freon MF and NTO have essentially the same boiling point.
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APPENDIX F
THERMAL CONTROL .
Analysis was performed to evaluate the technical complexity and to define
the weight implications associated with the thermal control of the alternate
RCS configurations. Specifically this effort has focused on the thermal con-
trol requirements of wing tip and fuselage modules, and the APU. Module ther-
mal control is required primarily to protect the system from the extreme
environments evidenced naturally in space,as well as those induced during
entry. Additionally, monopropellant thruster injectors require cooling to pre-
clude explosive decomposition of the propellant under certain malfunction
conditions. Thermal control of the APU is necessary to maintain the hydraulic
fluid temperature within acceptable operating limits. This appendix discusses
the analyses and design considerations involved in the selection of the RCS
thermal control system.
Fl Environments - The environments affecting system operation may be
roughly classified as natural and induced. The natural environments include
those conditions which represent point values in space, independent of space-
craft mission or design. In the present study only_ radiative environments
have been considered. Values for solar and earth radiative levels are shown
below.
iJATURAL ENVIRONMENTS
o
Solar Constant 442 Btu/Ft -hr
Albedo, Average 0.34
2
Earth Radiation 75 Btu/Ft -hr
A "worst case" philosophy was used to evaluate the vehicle-environment
interactions. The module orientation shown in Figure F-l was selected to
provide nominally "hot" and "cold" cases to establish design limits inside
the module. The spacecraft was assumed to maintain a "belly down" attitude
with one side always receiving direct sun and the other always remaining in
the shadow of the spacecraft fuselage. A slightly more severe hot case
occurs for a near polar orbit where the upper side of the pod, which has the
thinnest TPS, is continuously subjected to direct sunlight. This hot case was
used in the definition of the maximum potential wing tip pod temperature
extremes.
F-1
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The principal induced environment is associated with reentry heating.
Complementary studies conducted during the Space Shuttle MDAC-E Phase B
vehicle design effort were used to size the module thermal protection system.
The nominal reference heating rate to a one foot radius sphere is shown in
Figure F-2. For this reference rate, the integrated total heat pulse is
2
66,100 Btu/ft . Peak heating rates and heat pulses for other vehicle loca-
tions were scaled using available wind tunnel data and engineering judgement.
Nominal entry temperatures for the vehicle were shown previously in Figure
C-2. Heating rate ratios and peak temperatures for wing tip and fuselage
modules are shown in Figure F-3.
A secondary induced environment is associated with the thermal boundary
condition presented to the RCS modules by the main vehicle. For wing tip pod
modeling, this interface was evaluated by including enough of the wing struc-
ture so that the module and included structure has an adiabatic interface with
the remainder of the shuttle wing. For fuselage mounted modules, the space-
craft interface temperature was assumed to be 40°F.
F2 Thermal Requirements - The primary thermal constraints are associ-
ated with the propellants and the thrusters. Allowable propellant temperature'
ranges have been established as follows.
PROPELLANT TEMPERATURE CONSTRAINTS
NTO/MMH 40°F to 125°F
N2H4 50°F to 125°F
Thruster thermal requirements have been defined in order to provide ade-
quate thruster life and reliability. Figure F-4 summarizes the thermal limi-
tations associated with monopropellant thruster start up, operation, heat
soak back, and nonoperation. The valve seat and injector temperatures rise
as a result of heat soak back after thruster operation. Valve temperature is
limited to a maximum of 200°F to prevent damage to the seals. The counter-
acting constraints on minimum catalyst bed temperature and maximum injector
soak back temperature (500°F) are of primary significance. The restriction on
minimum catalyst temperature arises from the poor structural properties of the
spontaneous catalyst (Shell 405) and its tendency to generate "fines" under
repeated cold thruster starts. Test data (Figure F-4) show that catalyst
loss per start increases rapidly with decreasing bed temperature for initial
bed temperatures less than 150°F. The restriction on injector temperature is
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based on propellant thermal stability considerations, i.e., the maximum injec-
tor temperature is kept sufficiently low so as to preclude explosive detonation
of the propellant under conditions of low.flow corresponding to valve leakage.
Explosive decomposition is known to have occurred at injector temperatures
of 600°F. The maximum external temperature of 600°F was imposed to minimize
the thermal interaction of the thruster with the surrounding structure and
other components.
Thermal control of bipropellant thrusters is not as restrictive. Again,
valve temperature is limited to 200°F. The primary concern for bipropellant
thrusters is with vacuum-ignition pressure spiking. During pulsing operation,
energy-rich detonatable chemical residues (mostly monomethylhydrazine nitrate)
can accumulate and, in sufficient quantity, can produce high-magnitude ignition
overpressures. To alleviate this problem on the Apollo CSM/LM RCS, the thrust-
er injectors were maintained in excess of 70°F to promote rapid vaporization
of the fuel. Meeting this same criteria with 600 Ibf thrusters will require
a maximum power input of 5.4 watts/thruster.
F3 Wing Tip Module Thermal Control - The steady state and transient
thermal response of the wing tip RCS modules have been examined using a two-
dimensional thermal model. These calculations indicate that the maximum steady
state uncontrolled temperature range is -110 to +165°F. Minimum temperatures,
which occur with continuously shaded pods, require heaters to prevent propel-
lant freezing. Heaters are sized to provide a maximum power of 303 watts for
the monopropellant system (including 10 watts per thruster to maintain 150°F
catalyst temperature), and 161 watts for a bipropellant system. Correspond-
ing maximum energy requirements are 36.8 kwh (monopropellant system) and
17.3 kwh (bipropellant system). The maximum temperature of 165°F is somewhat
above the desired maximum temperature, and thermal control is required to
prevent propellant overheating. In the sections that follow, the procedures
used for sizing the reentry thermal protection system are presented, and
orbital analysis, including detailed results for module transient response,
described.
F-7
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F3.1 Reentry IPS - TPS sizing has been accomplished using procedures
developed during the MDAC-E Space Shuttle Phase B study. Material selection
has been based on the peak entry temperature with unit weight determined by
the total heat pulse. Material selection guidelines are shown below.
RANGE OF PEAK TEMPERATURE
75Q°F
750-2500°F
Local Regions 2500°F
Leading Edge and Nose Regions
MATERIAL
Low Density Ablator or Reusable Surface
Insulation (RSI)-choice depending on
Integration with Adjacent Areas
Reusable Surface Insulation
Low Density Ablator
High Density Ablator
Wing tip module maximum temperatures dictate the use of low density ablator on
the module nose, and reusable surface insulation (RSI) on the remainder of the
module surface. The unit weight design curves used to size the low density
ablator (designated SLA-561) and RSI are shown in Figure F-5. Using this data
and the environmental constraints of Figure F-3, the nominal TPS weights shown
in Figure F-6 were derived.
Module on orbit thermal control is affected significantly by the ratio of
solar absorptivity to surface emissivity (a/e). Through the use of selected
coatings, significant thermal control has been achieved on previously flown
spacecraft. In particular, the adiabatic surface temperature for an orbiter
exposed to direct sunlight can be decreased from 250°F for an a/e = 1 to 140°F
for an a/e =0.5. Such coatings would be useful for the orbiter. However,
studies conducted under recent MDAC-CRAD and MDAC-IRAD programs to develop
reusable surface insulations indicated that the RSI surface properties cannot
be adequately controlled, expecially for a reusable application. For these
reasons, surface properties approximating uncontrolled surface conditions,
namely e = 0.80 and a = Q-. 75, were "assumed for all TPS outer surfaces.
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F3.2 Thruster Thermal ControjL - The basic aspect of monopropellant
thruster thermal control is the thermal connection between the thruster and
the surrounding structure. To minimize the injector and valve seat temper-
ature, it would be desirable to attach the injector and valve to massive
structure with a high heat capacity. However, such a connection would provide
a substantial heat short during periods of nonoperation, and would thus con-
flict with the goal of minimizing the heater power required to maintain mini-
mum catalyst temperature. The soakback thermal model shown in Figure F-7 was
constructed to permit analysis of alternate thruster thermal control tech-
niques. For each technique considered, a soakback calculation and a heater
requirement calculation were performed. Detailed thermal property values
associated with each node and initial temperature for the soakback calcula-
tions are tabulated in Figure F-8.
High temperatures are the worst case for those components heated during
soakback. The structure heat sink and the thruster surroundings were thus
assumed to be at 150°F, a nominal envelope maximum. However, for modeling
heater requirements, the heater power will increase as the ambient tempera-
ture falls. Heater sizing requirements were accordingly based on heat sink
and surrounding temperatures of 40°F, a nominal minimum temperature for the
propellant. The sensitivities of the heater power and maximum injector
temperature to thruster-structure thermal resistance are shown in Figure F-9.
As the thermal resistance between thruster and structure increases, the
heater power decreases to the limit associated with the radiative heat leak
from the nozzle to deep space, but with the penalty of increasing maximum
injector temperature.
Four thermal connection concepts have been examined. These include a
conductive thermal short, a thermal contact switch, a controllable heat pipe,
and the use of phase change material as a heat sink. Nominal temperature
ranges and power requirements for the first three are shown in Figure F-10.
The temperature-time history of Figure F-ll provides a measure of the charac-
teristic times associated with all of the control methods. Injector temper-
atures peak at approximately 500 seconds following shutdown and continue to
cool for times on the order of an hour.
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The thermal short case of Figure 9 was defined directly from the data of
Figure F-7 and represents attainable conductances using aluminum or copper
attachment sections. For the thermal contact switch, conductance of the
closed switch was evaluated using References F-l and F-2. From these calcula-
2tions, a control surface area requirement of 4 in. was indicated, a.value high
enough to present installation difficulties. In addition, based on Reference
F-l, the reliability of the contact switches is in question.
In the phase change material model, the injector temperature was permitted
to rise to an arbitrary temperature after which.all incoming heat was assumed
to be absorbed by the phase change material. Parametric requirements are
shown in Figure F-12. The analysis showed that almost five Ib of phase change
material would be required to limit injector temperatures to 500°F.
In addition, there would be weight penalties associated with conducting the
heat into the phase change material and containing the phase change material.
The controllable heat pipe was modeled using a step function change in
thermal resistance at an injector temperature of 392°F. Below that temperature
the thermal resistance was 10°R/(Btu/hr), while above 392°F a resistance of
0.016°R/(Btu/hr) was used. This performance could'be achieved using a 1/2 in.
water copper heat pipe with an evaporator length of 9 in. and a one ft movement
of the interface between the active and noncondensible fluids. The correspond-
ing power requirement to maintain the 150°F minimum catalyst temperature is
approximately 10 watts per thruster. As shown in Figure F-10, this power
requirement is substantially less than those offered by alternate thruster
cooling concepts, and heat pipes are therefore the preferred approach.
Discussion of alternate designs utilizing heat pipes for the transfer of heat
between the thrusters, propellant tanks, and ECLS is discussed in Section F3.4.
F3.3 Thermal Response - Thermal analysis has been performed using the
two-dimensional nodal model shown in Figure F-13. The length of the wing
section included in the model is equal to the pod circumference. This length
is sufficient to model conduction from the wing into the pod. The model
includes conduction between connected nodes, radiation between node surfaces,
and storage. Emissivities of all external surfaces were 0.8, corresponding
to a multi-mission vehicle. A coating with a low effective interface emissivity
of 0.05 was assumed for the surfaces of the propellant tank and structural
shell. This acts primarily to slow the transient thermal response. The struc-
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tural connections provide the principal heat leaks between the outer structure
and the tank.
Steady state tank temperatures are shown in Figure F-14. For the hot
case the tank temperature is 150° to 165 °F, somewhat higher than the desired
maximum propellant temperature of 125°F. For the cold case, typical tempera-
tures have been obtained for both the tank midpoint and ends. The differences
in the heater power required for the tank ends and middle are the direct result
of the annular support structure thermal short. Nominal power requirements ..
have been estimated by assuming that the mid-tank properties extend over approx-
imately the central 70 percent of the tank, with end-tank properties prevailing
for the remaining 30 percent. Thus, about 153 watts would be required to
maintain a 50° F propellant temperature. While the tankage configuration would
be somewhat different for a bipropellant system, the hydrazine calculations
provide a good estimate of the heater power requirement. The lower freezing
points of N_0, and MMH would permit design operation at 40 F providing an
accompanying reduction in heater power to 131 watts.
The heat capacity of the propellant itself is a significant factor in
determining the total energy requirement. To provide an estimate of this
effect, transient calculations for both hot and cold extremes have been per-
formed assuming a propellant temperature at orbit insertion of 100°F for both
the tank region and the regions near the thruster enclosure. This thermal res-
ponse is shown in Figure F-15. In the thruster enclosures, the thruster valves
and support structure were lumped together assuming a high emissivity (e = 0.8)
for both components and surroundings. As the figure shows, the thruster enclo-
sure temperature approaches steady state conditions for the hot case in about
ten hours. The cold case temperature falls to 50°F in about 3-1/2 hours and
would require heating thereafter. Nominal total heating levels for thruster
enclosures may be estimated from the mid tank curve in Figure F-14. Both the
heater power required to maintain catalyst temperatures (10 watts per thruster,
or about 14 watts per axial fpot) and the chemical energy dissipated in internal
thruster -losses (on the average of about 7 watts per axial foot) will tend to
reduce the level of power required to maintain desired conditions. Since most
of the thruster losses occur during stationkeeping burns, the dissipation losses
were assumed to be uniformly distributed in time. For purposes of total power
estimation, it has been assumed that one-half the power required to maintain
F-20
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catalyst temperatures, or 5 watts per thruster, would be rejected directly to
space. The catalyst heater power not lost directly to space and to the thruster
inefficiencies yields a net internal power dissipation of about 14 watts per
axial foot in the thruster compartment. Figure F-14 (using the mid-tank curve)
shows that the enclosure temperature would be maintained at about 50°F.
For the bipropellant system, thruster inefficiency losses would be of the
same order. While catalyst heaters would not be required, 5.4 watt injector
heaters will be required to maintain the 70°F temperature necessary to prevent
ignition spiking. The combined valve heater and thruster inefficiency heating
would provide a thruster compartment power level of about 12 watts per axial
foot, which would maintain a steady state temperature of about 40°F, a value
consistent with the 11.8°F freezing point of the N-O, and minimum desired pro-
pellant temperatures.
The propellant tank temperature changes slowly because of the large heat
capacity of the propellant. For propellant nominally at 100°F at orbit inser-
tion, this means that no heating is required for substantial lengths of time.
The transient calculation of Figure F-15 has been used to estimate a nominal
initial heating rate based on the response during the first 15 hours follow-
ing insertion. Conservative estimates of the time in which temperature changes
occur have then been obtained by assuming that the initial heating rate
remains constant throughout the mission. The actual heating rate would, of
course, decrease as steady state conditions are approached. The total propel-
lant heat capacity decreases as the propellant is expended and was assumed to
decrease linearly throughout the 168 hour mission to 10% of the initial value.
The tank response obtained for both monopropellant and bipropellant systems
is shown in Figure F-16, with heating rates expressed as initial temperature
change rates. For this calculation, temperature changes may be either positive,
as for heating, or negative for cooling. The curve labeled "cold tank" reflects
the calculated response noted in Figure F-14. Dotted lines show the permissible
temperature drop which can be experienced by the propellant before tank heaters
are turned on. An initial temperature of 100°F and minimum temperatures of
50°F and 40°F for the hydrazine and bipropellant systems was assumed. From the
curve, it will be noted that this corresponds to a 92-hour delay for a monopro-
pellant system and a 74-hour delay for the bipropellant system before heating
is required. The shorter delay for the bipropellant system occurs in spite of
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the lower permissible operating temperature because the heat capacity of the
bipropellants is significantly lower than the capacity of the hydrazine. The
total energy requirements for the 168-hour mission are shown in Figure F-17.
The values shown are for a single cold pod. The power and energy requirements
should not be doubled to account for two pods, however, becuase no case is
anticipated which could cause two pods to be cold simultaneously. It is more
likely that one pod would be experiencing a hot case at the same time that the
other pod is experiencing a cold case.
The large variation in power requirements, shown in Figure F-14 between
the tank midspan and ends, show the extreme importance, from a thermal standpoint,
of the structural support of the pod. Similarlys the use of low emissivity
coatings inside the structural shell provides a means of reducing heater power
requirements without adding the weight associated with insulation. However,
should such insulation be required to provide additional entry heating thermal
protection, it would also materially reduce the heat transport from the
surrounding surfaces to the tank and could eliminate the need for the low
emissivity coatings on the shell and surroundings.
F3.4 Combined Thruster - Module Thermal Control - The .high..propellant - -
temperature possible for a wing tip module indicates a need for heaters to
maintain minimum propellent temperatures as well as some thermal control sys-
tem to prevent overheating of the propellant. One approach to such tempera-
ture control would be to run the environmental control and life support (ECLS)
fluid lines to the end of the wings into a heat exchanger there. This heat
exchanger would then provide a sink for the thrusters and tankage located in
the wing tip module.and provide a positive means of controlling the temperature.
It would thus be used to maintain minimum temperatures and prevent overheating
as well. The operation of such a thermal control system is examined in this
section.
F3.4.1 Thermal Control Alternatives - A number of techniques were con-
sidered to connect equipment in the module to an ECLS cold plate. These
included the use of thermal conduction through aluminum or copper bars, a
separate active cooling system in the module, and the use of heat pipes to
deliver the heat from equipment in the module to the cold plate interface.
The use of solid material for conduction presents significant weight problems.
To achieve the required heat transfer levels, the conductive area must be so
large that it presents weight problems and, in fact, acts as a heat sink or
F-25
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thermal capacitor rather than a conductor. An active system using pumps and
appropriate valves and connectors also adds considerable complexity. A simple
system which provides the greatest heat transfer capability with the lightest
weight and greatest reliability is provided through the use of -heat pipes.
Various possibilities are feasible for the implementation of a heat pipe
system. Four of these are shown in Figure F-18. These include: (1) a heat
pipe system in which the cold heat pipe condensor and evaporator sections are
attached to detachable plates thereby permitting removal of the heat pipe sys-
tem, (2) a system in which the heat pipe is directly attached to the mounting
plate, (3) an indirect dual control system where thermal communication is
maintained between the thruster support plate and the propellant tank, and a
separate heat pipe is used to communicate energy from the propellant tank to
the cold plate, and (4) an indirect dual heat pipe system which utilizes detach-
able rings on both heat pipes to facilitate their removal and replacement.
F3.A.2 Analysis - In order to determine the operational considerations
of using such a system, a thermal model of the module, including thruster,
mounting plate, module structure, and' cold plate connection, has been construc-
ted to determine steady state requirements for heaters necessary to maintain
thruster minimum temperatures and to determine the heat delivered to the ECLS
during thruster soakback and the system transient response.
A typical thruster heat pipe installation for such a system is shown in
Figure F-19. In this installation, the heat pipes are attached directly to
the thruster mounting plate. The mounting plate provides heat capacity and
surface area required for heat pipe attachment. The propellant valves, which
also have a temperature requirement during soakback, are mounted to a separate
plate to minimize direct heating from the thruster or thruster mounting plate.
For a heat pipe system, the principle thermal resistances are associated
not with the heat pipe itself, but with the .interfaces between the heat pipe
and the other components to which it is connected. The nominal levels of
these thermal resistances are shown in Figure F-20. As shown in this diagram,
typical thermal resistances are about 0.1°R/(Btu/hr) when interstitial grease
is used between the heat pipe and cold plate. The curve of Figure F-20 illus-
trates the dependence of the heat pipe input power on injector temperature.
The power which can be delivered through the heat pipe increases approximately
linearly with the injector temperature. This linear dependence occurs primar-
ily because of the interface thermal resistances.
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The thermal model utilized to evaluate the thermal response of the thruster
module heat pipe ECLS is shown in Figure F-21. The model includes radiation
from the thruster to deep space via the nozzle and to the surrounding module
structure, and soakback from the thruster to the thruster mounting support.
The heat pipe was simulated by assuming a constant thermal resistance from
the thruster mounting structure to the ECLS. Hot and cold nominal cases corres-
pond to the possible combinations of the ECLS extremes and module surrounding
temperature extremes.
Steady state power requirements per thruster are shown in Figure F-22
for hot and cold ECLS and surrounding temperatures. The ECLS temperature range
was assumed to be 100°F to 150°F. Ambient conditions, based on module thermal
response calculations were allowed to vary from 40°F, the minimum propellant
temperature, to a maximum of 165°F, associated with operation in the direct sun.
The results show that a nominal heater power of 10 watts per thruster is still
required; however, for the case in which both the ECLS and the surroundings are
at a minimum condition, 25 watts would be required. A catalyst temperature of
150°F was assumed for all calculations. Power delivered to the ECLS varies
from 10 watts when the ambient conditions are-hot and the-ECLS is hot to -10
watts when the surroundings are cold but the ECLS is at a maximum. For that
case, the module would actually provide a heat sink for the ECLS.
The results presented in Section F3.2 established a need for special
thermal control techniques to minimize thruster soakback heating. The thruster-
ECLS model was applied to a soakback situation to examine the response of the
thruster, the mounting plate, and the module. Results of the soakback response
calculation for both a hot and cold system are shown in Figure F-23. The
cold case presents no problem. However, for the hot case, the injector temper-
ature without the heat pipe rises to 500°F. With the heat pipe, the injector
does not rise as far and is cooled more rapidly. The single soakback response
of course is not expected to present a significant problem. Problems will arise,
however, when multiple firings occur. Calculations were performed for simula-
ted multiple firing case with the results shown in Figure F-24. For this case,
soakback was allowed to continue for 2,000 seconds. At that time, it was
assumed that a second pluse occurred in which the thruster and catalyst temper-
atures were elevated to the steady state hot conditions before firing termina-
tion. The mounting plate temperature, however, was not allowed to change during
F-31
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the simulated firing. Because the mounting plate temperature was higher follow-
ing the second firing, heat transfer to the mounting plate is reduced and the
injector temperature rises significantly. With a heat pipe system, the injector
temperature does not exceed the 500°F maximum injector temperature. For the
uncontrolled system using only the capacitance of the module and the thruster
mounting plate, however, the injector temperature rises to about 560°F, well
above the maximum limit. These thruster-module-ECLS calculations indicate
that satisfactory operation can be achieved linking the module to the ECLS.
The heat pipe provides a simple lightweight reliable system without-the com-
plexity of additional pumps, valves or controls.
F4 Fuselage Mounted RCS(OMS) Module Thermal Response - Steady state and
transient thermal responses have been examined for the fuselage mounted module.
Maximum uncontrolled propellant temperatures (115°F) were somewhat less than
for the wing tip pod because of additional communication with the vehicle
itself. However, heater power levels required to maintain minimum temperatures
were substantially higher, due to the increased tank size and reduced thermal
communication with earth. Tank structure and support transients have been
examined to evaluate techniques for reducing the principal leaks. The results
show that to maintain 40°F conditions for the four tanks in a module subjected
to a cold environment requires an input of 330 watts.
A cross-section of the 3-dimensional thermal model used for the fuselage
mounted pod is shown in Figure F-25. .Calculations were performed for the
nominal hot and cold cases indicated in the inset. The fuselage mounted pod
differs thermally in two principal ways from the wing tip pod. The wing
length, which tends to isolate the wing tip pod from the influence of the fuse-
lage both by direct conduction and by radiation from exposed surfaces, merely
serves as a radiation shield between the fuselage mounted pod and the earth.
Secondly, the orbiter fuselage structure is directly exposed to the tanks and
thus exerts a direct influence on the tank thermal behavior. The influence of
the inner fuselage structure has been modeled by assuming an inner fuselage
surface temperature of 500°F and radiative" connection" from" node's 25 and "26 to
this source/sink. No direct sunlight is received by the wing upper surfaces
for either the hot or cold cases, and the nominal temperature is approximately
370°R for both cases. This temperature is also applicable for the cold-side
fuselage structure. However, the hot-side space exposed fuselage is affected
by direct sunlight, and therefore reaches 692°R.
F-36
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TPS requirements for the fuselage modules were less stringent than for the
2
wing modules. Accordingly, an average unit weight of 2.0 Ibm/ft of RSI was
assumed for weight calculations.
The initial tank support model investigated was analogous to the wing tip
module tank support. Aluminum circumferential channels were located at each
end, and connected directly to the vehicle structure, as shown in Figure F-25.
For transient calculations, propellant loads of 2600 Ibm MMH and 4350 Ibm NO,
were assumed to be distributed uniformly in proportion to the tank surface area
over the tank thermal model nodes. Steady state temperatures were obtained
using the transient model by setting material densities to the minimal values.
The fuselage module transient response is similar to the response for the
wing tip mounted modules. The propellant thermal capacity again is so large
that although the temperature of the enclosure itself changes rapidly, response
times associated with the propellant are very long. The tank temperature
distribution for aluminum circumferential-channel supported tanks is shown in
Figure F-26. The maximum propellant tank temperature is 115°F, and therefore,
no propellant cooling will be required for fuselage module configurations.
However, propellant heating is still required; these calculations indicate that
a power input of 1610 watts would be required by tanks supported by circumfer-
ential aluminum channels. This represents an excessive .power requirement, and
two alternate structural connections have been evaluated to determine ways of
reducing the heater power. In the first, the aluminum structural ring was
replaced by a titanium ring of identical dimensions. The low thermal con-
ductivity of the titanium compared to aluminum reduces substantially the heat
transferred via the support channel and smaller heating power requirements are
required to maintain tanks at specified temperature .levels. In the second
alternative, tank support was provided by aluminum structure cantilevered
from the fuselage side. In this side-only support case, there is no conduction
•
heat transfer from the tank to the thruster enclosure, and the thruster
enclosure serves as a radiation shield between tanks and space. A comparison
of the.-alternate tank support models is~shown "in Figure F-27. The use of
circumferential titanium supports does reduce the power requirements to 770
watts. However, support from the fuselage side only results in a power require-
ment of only 330 watts, and is therefore the preferred approach. This heating
requirement could be further reduced through the use of low-density insulation
between the tanks and the outer enclosure.
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F5 APU Thermal Control - The APU implementation trade study has been
discussed in Appendix B6. In this appendix the thermal environment, heat load
to the hydraulic fluid and heat exchanger analysis will be discussed.
F5.1 Environments and Heat Loads - The APU operation is affected by
ascent and entry environments. For ascent, natural convection decreases with
altitude, minimizing APU interaction with its surroundings. During reentry,
however,, the importance of convection increases as touchdown approaches and
cannot be neglected. TPS guidelines limit the maximum structure temperature
to 300°F. The APU surroundings were therefore assumed to increase linearly
during entry from 100°F to 300°F.
The dominant requirement on the APU coolant is the pettier dissipated in
the hydraulic fluid by the APU driven equipment. Nominal ascent and reentry
heating rates for this equipment are shown in Figure F-28. Because of
increased power levels, these heating rates are somewhat higher than those
used during the preliminary systems analysis discussed in Appendix B6. To
derive these power levels the entire power consumed by the hydraulic pump was
assumed to be dissipated in the hydraulic fluid. In addition, losses associ-
ated with gear box operation have been included. Alternator losses included
in the preliminary systems study were not included since the alternator in
the current design is cooled conductively.
F5.2 Thermal Model - The thermal conditioning requirements for the APU
are concerned primarily with the hydraulic fluid temperature control. Thermal
analysis has been performed for both the water and hydrogen cooling concepts
discussed in Appendix B using a program which performs a transient thermal
accounting of the hydraulic fluid, energy balance.
The heat capacity of structure which can be associated with the fluid
is included by using a bulk specific heat for fluid and structure.
C = 0.144 *<Structural wt) + 0.5 *(Fluid wt) ||^p L J
For the sizing calculation summarized in Figure B-41, structural and fluid
weights of 818 and 155 Ibm were used.
The total heat load is composed of an APU power term and a convective
heating term
tot power c ambient hyd eff
Where A ,.- is the effective surface area. The convective coefficient, h^,
increases linearly w
at the end of entry.
- rj
ith time from 0 at the start of reentry to 2.0 Btu/hr-ft -°F
F-41
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Heat exchanger modeling has been performed around baseline heat exchanger
performance parameters derived from Reference's F-3, F-4, F-5, and MDAC" Space
Shuttle Phase B vehicle design efforts. The water flash evaporator heat
exchanger model assumed a constant exit vapor temperature (250°-F), a constant
heat of vaporization (1092 Btu/lbm), and an evaporator efficiency of 93%. The
baseline model of the cryogenic hydrbgen-hydraulic fluid heat exchanger,
shown previously in Figure B-37, was obtained from Reference F-5.
For the design conditions, the. thermal conductances of hydrogen-wall,
wall-thickness, and wall-hydraulic fluid were calculated to be nominally in
the ratio of 200: 0.7: 2.0. An off design overall heat transfer coefficient
was thus estimated:
(200 + Q.7-+ 2.0) __
h = hdesign 200. */w
'
Coolant mass flows were set arbitrarily according to the implementation option
being examined . These included being on- continuously after some preset tem-
perature had been reached, ON-OFF operation at a constant flow rate with ON-OFF
changes dicated by temperature variations, and a modulated option in which
coolant flow rate was proportional to APU power. The hydraulic fluid transient
temperature history for these options has been previously presented in Appendix
B6.
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APPENDIX G
PROPELLANT UTILIZATION
The preliminary system design points and system sizing data for the selected
RCS/OMS/APU concepts were refined to include the necessary propellant margins.
This appendix identifies the analyses performed to predict propellant utiliza-
tion and unbalance uncertainties under both normal operating and failure mode
conditions. Uncertainties in propellant flow rates and mixture ratios were
evaluated using historical tolerance data for valve and regulator accuracies
together with expected off-nominal mixture ratio characteristics for the
thrusters. Additional factors affecting propellant margins include eg envel-
ope and variations in pod thrust levels, inertial measuring unit (IMU) tolerance,
engine or thruster specific impulse, and propellant loading accuracy. These
factors are discussed herein and were used to define the required propellant
loading margins for the selected concepts. A summary of the propellant loading
margin criteria for the baseline and fuselage module concepts is presented in
Figures G-l and G-2. These charts delineate, for the various propellant, tank-
age, engine or thruster, and control options, the margins required to balance
the tolerance effects of C.G., pod thrust, engine specific impulse, and "mixture'
ratio.
Gl Vehicle Center of Gravity - The variation in the vehicle center of
gravity (C.G.) was obtained from the orbiter mass properties for the easterly
launch mission. These variations are primarily the result of uncertainties
in the payload configuration and are applicable during the mission phases of
injection, on-orbit, and pre-retro. The CG envelope is as follows:
x C.G.
y C.G.
z C.G.
+40 in.
+2.7 in.
+10 in.
For those configurations employing dedicated QMS engines, the C.G. and
thrust malalignment tolerances have no effect on propellant loading since the
QMS engines are gimballed and any disturbance torques can be nulled out
However, for the RCS(OMS), excess propellant is required to offset potential
unbalances since the RCS thrusters are fixed. Also, in addition to the torque
resulting from the thrust axis not passing through the C.G., the yaw torque
that is produced by the RCS(QMS) thrust malalignment during -X axial transla-
tion must also be included with the C.G. offset when computing propellant
G-l
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requirements. Factors contributing to malalignment include mechanical and
operational thrust vector variations, thruster/pod and pod/vehicle alignment
errors, and structural deflection. The individual values of these errors are
tabulated in Figure G-3 as well as the total yaw disturbance torque.
Two methods of compensating for these disturbances in the RCS(QMS) were
evaluated: Control with the RCS, and off-logic with the -X translational
thrusters. Control with the RCS is accomplished by the application of pure
pitch and yaw couples as required to null the disturbance torques, and there-
fore additional propellant must be included in each module. Control by off-
logic consists of intermittently shutting down -X translational thrusters as
required to null the disturbance torques. Since the -X translational thrusters
are canted such that the upper and lower thrusters produce + pitch torques
when fired separately, pitch disturbances are readily compensated for by sim-
ultaneously pulsing "mirror-image" thrusters from both pods. This method
maintains equal thrust and propellant expenditure between pods, and therefore
no propellant penalty for pitch disturbance control is incurred. No analogy
exists for yaw disturbance control; thrusters from either the left or right
pod must be shut down to achieve the required control. This results in a
propellant unbalance since the pods no longer share equally in the AV allot-
ment, and therefore propellant margins for yaw disturbance control must be
added to both fuselage pods. This weight penalty can be minimized by canting
the outboard X translational thrusters, as shown in Figure G-4. As the angle
a is increased, the effectiveness of the off-logic control improves. The
optimum occurs when the resulting -X cosine losses balance the off-logic gains.
The effect of C.G. offset, including thrust malalignment on propellant
requirements, is illustrated in Figure G-5 for the RCS and off-logic control
concepts. At the C.G. envelope limits, the RCS control requires about 200 Ibm
propellant for yaw and about 1100 Ibm for pitch control, while the off-logic
control requires approximately 600 Ibm propellant for yaw and has no pitch
penalty. Analysis of these results suggests that a hybrid system, consisting
of off-logic for p'itch control and RCS yaw control is the most attractive
approach. The resulting hybrid control logic propellant requirements are only
200 Ibm (total vehicle) compared to total requirements of 1300 and 600 Ibm
respectively for pure RCS and off-logic control.
G-4
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G2 Pod Thrust Tolerance and IMU - Pod thrust tolerance is a function of
the system flow characteristics, which vary as the result of component toler-
ances and propellant temperature differentials. The ramifications of these
deviations are unequal propellant expenditure rates between pods, due to flow-
rate tolerances, and control disturbances resulting from unequal thrust between
pods. Depending on the system configuration, propellant margins are required
to compensate for either one or both of these effects.
The component tolerances, and propellant temperature ranges, and differentials
pertinent to this study are summarized in Figure G-6. The effects of these
tolerances were assessed by root-sum-squaring (RSS) their resulting fiowrate
variances. Variations in QMS engine and RCS thruster flowrates are functions
of the valve and injector mechanical tolerances. The thruster and engine flow
tolerances were based on the Marquardt R4D bipropellant thruster used on the
Apollo LM and Service Module, and the Aerojet SPS engine, also used on the
Apollo Service Module. The remaining component tolerances were compiled from
existing component operating data obtained during the Phase B oxygen-hydrogen
study, and are discussed in Reference H.
For those systems employing dedicated QMS engines, fiowrate unbalance is
of concern only in the case of parallel QMS firing since simultaneous burnout
is required;if the QMS engines burn in series, no margins are required for
fiowrate unbalance. The effect of fiowrate unbalance for the parallel burn
case is depicted graphically in Figure G-7. In this figure, a comparison is
made between both pods operating at nominal thrust and flow versus one pod at
nominal and one pod at low thrust and flow conditions. The result of low flow
in one pod is that burn time must be increased in both pods, and therefore
excess propellant must be added to each pod, equal to 50 percent of the
positive flow tolerance of the QMS. No margins result from thrust unbalance,
since disturbance torques can be nulled out by engine gimballing.
For systems utilizing an RCS(OMS), the pod thrust margins require-
ments vary, depending on the method used to compensate for disturbance torques.
If pure RCS control is employed, additional-propellant is required in the" fuse-
lage pods to account for the flow tolerances, and also, propellant must be
added to the nose and fuselage pods to compensate for the disturbance torques.
If pure off-logic is utilized, no margins are required for either thrust tolerances
or flow tolerances, since the same off-logic control used to null the distur-
bance torques tends to equalize the pod flow rates. When hybrid control is
G-8
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employed (off-logic for pitch, RCS control for yaw), the margin'requirements
are equivalent to the pure RCS control margins, since the off-logic pitch
control pulses equivalent thrusters from both pods, and therefore _pod flow
unbalance continues.
One additional margin has been included under pod thrust tolerance.
Errors of the Inertia Measuring Unit (IMU) in measuring velocity increments
(AV) can result in the expenditure of excessive propellant during the high
impulse translations. In those systems utilizing common RCS and QMS tankage
this expenditure of excessive propellant could result in a shortage of
propellant during RCS entry maneuvers. The IMU tolerance was set at +0.25
percent, based on previous space program experience.
G3 Specific Impulse Tolerance - Specific impulse is dependent on vapor-
ization and mixing efficiencies which are a function of injector tolerances.
Specific impulse tolerance values of +2.145 percent (3a) about the nominal were
used for both monopropellant and bipropellant RCS thrusters. This data was
based on the Marquardt R4D bipropellant Apollo thruster data. For all
maneuver RCS systems, the variation in -X translational thruster performance
has been minimized through the selective screening procedures discussed in
Section 4.5. The 3o tolerance on these thrusters was computed to be less than
the run to run tolerance, and therefore, the run to run tolerance of +1.1
percent was used.
The QMS engine 3o unit to unit specific impulse tolerance was assumed to
be +1.0 percent based on Aerojet SPS engine firing data. Run to run firing
data obtained on one sample at AEDC-Tullahoma indicated a +1.59 sec variation
about the nominal value of 313 sec or about a +0.506 percent 3o variation.
This value was increased due to the limited firing data available.
G4 Mixture Ratio Tolerance - Variations in mixture ratio result in
unequal expenditure of fuel and oxidizer from the same pod, and all bipropel-
lant systems require margins to compensate for the discrepancy. The effect of
propellant mixture ratio tolerances on loaded mixture ratio is depicted graphi-
cally in Figure G-8. The nominal mixture ratio of 1.65 is based on equal
volume tanks, and is shown along with the calculated minimum and maximum
operating mixture ratios. The required total impulse line dictates the fuel
and oxidizer margins, and permits calculation of the loaded mixture ratio.
The tolerances which contribute to mixture ratio variations are summarized
in Figure G-6. Fuel and oxidizer margins were based on the statistical summa-
G-11
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tion of the component tolerances and environmental effects; Various approaches
to bipropellant pressurization subsystem implementation were evaluated and a
preferred approach selected based on propellant utilization considerations.
The candidate concepts included a common pressurant supply, separate supplies
for the fuel and oxidizer tanks, and separate supplies with a pressure equaliz-
ing valve. These schematics are presented in Figure G-9. The separate helium
supply, approach A, removes the potential for propellant vapor mixing and
reaction within the pressurization subsystem. Conversely, the common pressur-
ant supply, approach C, is undesirable for the above reason. In approach B, a
pressure equalizing valve is installed downstream of the oxidizer helium regula-
tor. The valve basically functions as a dome-loaded regulator with regulator
dome pressure being provided by the fuel tank pressurizing gas. Oxidizer tank
pressure is adjusted accordingly and a valve diaphragm precludes vapor mixing
between the fuel and oxidizer. The propellant utilization losses are tabulated
in Figure G-g for each pressurization approach for an RCS(OMS) system. The
propellant losses associated with separate pressurant supplies are excessive,
while the concept employing the pressure equalizing .valve is competitive- with
a common pressurant supply. The pressure equalizing valve concept was there-
fore adopted as baseline since the common pressurant supply is"unacceptable
for an RCS based on potential propellant mixing and reaction within the
pressurization subsystem.
G5 Loading Accuracy - A tankage loading tolerance or measuring accuracy
of 0.5% of usable propellant weight was used based on previous space program
experience including Gemini and is an attainable value for current Ground
Support Equipment (GSE).
G6 Failure Mode Conditions - The propellant unbalances produced by a
failed thruster or a partially clogged filter were evaluated for both a
monopropellant and bipropellant RCS and a bipropellant RCS(OMS). The
failure mode results are shown in Figure G-10 and are compared to normal opera-
tion unbalances. The failed-thruster unbalance contribution is based only on
the entry mission phase since it is assumed that an on-orbit thruster failure
could be detected and corrective action taken to reestablish balanced thruster
operation. These results indicate that propellant interconnects between RCS pods
and RCS(QMS) pods are unnecessary.
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G7 Propellant Loading Margins - Propellant loading margins were deter-
mined for the baseline concepts of Section 4.4 and the fuselage module con-
cepts of Section 4.5 using the component tolerance effects discussed in the
previous" sections. The combined RCS and QMS propellant margins during normal
operation are tabulated in Figures G-ll and G-12 respectively for the base-
line and alternate systems. Margins are listed for each effect as well as the
combined RSS value. Two conclusions based on these results are:
1. For an RCS(OMS), hybrid control (off-logic pitch control, RCS yaw
control) is the*preferred approach since it minimizes overall margins.
2. For systems employing dedicated QMS, series firing logic minimize
propellant margins, and was therefore used in subsequent studies.
However, the AV losses associated with only one 6000 Ibf engine oper-
ating essentially negate the advantage, and guidance and control
considerations will likely decide this issue.
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APPENDIX H
REUSE ' .
A vehicle designed for multiple and extended usage such as the Space Shuttle
requires emphasis on reusable systems. For this type of application, the cost of
repair and replacement of components which fail during the flight program becomes
an important factor in overall cost. System designs which minimize maintenance by
ensuring adequate component and subsystem life, coupled with ease of replacement,
provide the most cost effective vehicle.
Data from prior related propulsion systems has been analyzed for the purpose
of identifying those components which adversely affect reusability. Additionally,
the status of rheopexy has been reviewed to evaluate its potential impact on propul-
sion system operation and maintenance.
H.I Related Systems Experience - A great quantity of data has been accumulated
during the. development and operation of propulsion systems on related programs which
can be useful in directing the design of a reusable propulsion system toward the use
of those components and subsystems which are low maintenance items, and away from
those which frequently malfunction. Also, these data show the types of failure which
are most prevalent and thus permit the designer to avoid designs which are suscept-
ible to such failures.
To take advantage of the experience gained on existing and prior related pro-
grams, failure data from the X-15, Gemini, and several Apollo propulsion systems have
been tabulated, reviewed, and analyzed in various ways to provide information which
will help the designer in achieving a low maintenance system. The data used, the
methods of utilization, the results obtained, and the conclusions generated are
discussed below.
Data from seven propulsion systems were analyzed. These are the X-15 main
engine, the Gemini orbital attitude maneuvering system, the Gemini reaction control
system, the Apollo lunar module descent and ascent engines (combined), the Apollo
lunar module reaction control system, the Apollo service module propulsion engine,
and the Apollo command and service module reaction control system.
In each program investigated, the data available were recorded differently.
The X-15 data consisted of a tabulation of flight and aborted flight failures by mode
of failure and the subsystem which failed. This data included only 29 failures,
and, since no causes were given, were of little use. The Gemini data, listed by
H-l
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component or subsystem with a paragraph describing each failure, failure analysis,
and corrective action, were more useful. Apollo data was even more valuable.
Here, data were presented in three ways: a single line summary of each failure
by component, including mode and cause of failure; a single page report which des-
cribed each failure, failure analysis, and corrective action (similar to the
Gemini data) ; and a closeout package which consisted of all the records pertinent
to that failure. There were about 900 Gemini and 7200 Apollo failures, providing
a comprehensive picture of the most prevalent failure types and modes, and of the
most failure susceptible components.
The failure modes and causes are tabulated in Figures H-l to H-7, and are
consolidated by percentages in Figures H-8 and H-9. The primary failure modes were
as follows:
1. Leakage
2. Out-of-specification operation
3. Improper operation
4. Contaminated
Of these, the largest was leakage which accounted for 35 percent of all Apollo and
Gemini failures. The major causes of failure were the following:
1. Contamination
2. Manufacturing
3. Design
4. Written procedure
5. Not determined
Contamination was. the most prevalent cause of failure accounting for more
than 21 percent.
Since this analysis is directed toward vehicle reusability, the failures
due to manufacturing, design, and written procedure errors were not considered
further because they would normally be detected, isolated, and corrected
prior to any vehicle flight and, therefore, would not affect vehicle reuse.
Those listed as "not determined" were discarded because they defy analysis as
far as the scope of this effort is concerned. However, the contamination
failures can be a continuing source of problems throughout the life of a
program. For this reason, and because it was responsible for more failures
than any other cause, contamination failures were selected for a more detailed
analysis.
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Although contamination is listed as a cause of failure, it is really the
result of another condition which produced the contamination. It is this other
condition to which corrective action should be directed. With this in mind,
the contamination failures were reviewed in detail to attempt to isolate the
contamination source.
The results of this review are presented in Figures H-10 to H-15. The
figures are tabulations which show the modes of failure versus the type of
contamination involved and the source. Included under "modes" are "defective",
which is defined as an inoperative part or component, and "contamination",
which means a visually observed abnormal condition not producing a failure.
Under "types" the following definitions apply. "Particles" includes non-
metallic or a combination of metallic and nonmetallic particles. "Vapor"
means moisture or other vapor exclusive of the propellants. "Seal" means
that the seal material was the contaminant. "Propellant" is used when both
propellants are involved or when the specific propellant is not given in the
description. The remaining items in the figures are self-explanatory.
The figures show that the overwhelming result of contamination is
leakage: an average of 75% of the total. The primary types of failure
are "particles", "metal chips", and undetermined". Since most of the
undetermined failures are attributed to transient particles which were flushed
away prior to examination, these can be combined with the "particle" and
"metal chip" categories to show that approximately 83 percent of the contamin-
ation was metallic or nonmetallic particles. The total contribution of the
fuel and/or oxidizer to contamination failures was less than nine percent.
The sources are fairly well distributed: More than 40 percent are unknown,
over one quarter originated during manufacture, and about 15 percent were
caused by the testing operations exclusive of vendor type tests, such as
component acceptance, which are included under "manufacturing". This analysis
was based on a total of 1737 Gemini and Apollo contamination problems.
A further step in this analysis was to show which components or assemblies
were mos.t susceptible to contamination-,- and " also ~ho~w~ many" failures were
detected prior to vehicle assembly and how many were found at the system level.
The former would not be applicable to reusability but the latter would, because
system disassembly and repair or replacement would be involved. This analysis
was performed on the four Apollo propulsion systems previously mentioned. The
compilation is shown in Figures H-16 to H-21 which separate components into
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the pressurant subassembly and the propellant subassembly. Approximately two-
thirds were detected at the component or subassembly level and do not pertain
to reusability. The remaining third, or 447 failures, are the items pertinent
to this study. The most susceptible components in the propellant subsystem
were the propellant shutoff valves, and the most failure-prone components in
the pressurant system were the quad check valves. Together they account for
over half of the contamination failures.
For comparison, a tabulation of failure percentages due to all causes by
propulsion system and by component is included in Figure H-22. This indicates
that propellant valve failures are high in every system investigated. Engine
problems are another major category. Note that check valve failures appear to
be much less significant on an overall basis than when only contamination is
considered. However, since it is recognized that contamination failures are
linked to reusability, the check valve remains as one of the most susceptible
components.
In summary, this literature search has established the following:
1. The most prevalent failure mode is leakage.
2. The primary cause of failure is contamination.
3. The major type of contamination is particulate - both metallic and ~
nonmetallic.
4. Propellant induced contamination accounts for only about nine percent of
all of the contamination failures.
5. One-third of all of the contamination failures pertain to reuse.
6. The components most susceptible to contamination are the pressurant
check valves and the propellant valves.
Several conclusions are derived from this literature search. The first
is that particular emphasis must be placed on the cleanliness of parts,
facilities, and environment during the manufacturing and testing operations.
Facilities, and particularly ground support equipment must be carefully
controlled and maintained, and all fluids introduced into the vehicle must be
adequately filtered. Handling procedures must be devised which will prevent
the generation of contamination. Cleaning and flushing procedures must be
instituted which remove contaminants produced during component manufacturing,
so that the vehicle is clean when assembled. Test methods must provide for
complete removal of all test fluids and provide a clean vehicle when testing
is complete.
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A second conclusion is that design effort should be directed to a "con-
tamination-proof" valve seat. Since it is impossible to achieve absolute
contamination control, and valve seats are known to be susceptible to failure
because of contamination, valve seats which are either self-cleaning or
insensitive to small particles would ensure reusability in the presence of any
particulate material which insinuates itself into the propulsion system in
spite of the most thorough precautions.
The third conclusion is that the storable propellants - amine fuels and
nitrogen tetroxide oxidizer - are not major contributors to contamination
failures. Careful flushing and control of the environment in the presence of
the propellants are essential, but if the proper procedures are established
and maintained and compatible materials are used, these propellants should not
degrade vehicle reusability.
The pressurant check valves require particular emphasis during the system
definition and design phase. The primary purpose of these check valves is to
prevent mixing of propellant vapors when a single pressurant source is used
for both propellants. However, the primary contributor to check valve
contamination is the very mixing process it is supposed to prevent. Check
valve pressure drops have historically been kept low to minimize system pres-
sure budgets and hence, system weight. Low pressure drops imply low poppet
seating forces. During periods of system inactivity, the seating force was
often inadequate to seal against the upstream migration of propellant vapors.
Resolution of this problem can be effected by either increasing the poppet
seating force or by providing separate pressurant sources for each propellant.
H.2 Rheopexy - There has been little progress in determining the causes
and preventions of the precipitation of nitrated iron in propellant grade
nitrogen tetroxide. The precipitate is NOFe (NCO, and takes the form of a
viscous gel. The iron exists as an inherent impurity in NO, due to the
stainless steel components employed in N-0, processing systems. Additional
iron is obtained over a period of time from the storage container walls in
which the N«0, is shipped. It is theorized that this iron forms a colloidal
suspension and that precipitation is caused by a variety of interrelated
variables. The use of chemical additives to preclude rheopexy has received
much attention. Studies were performed by Rocketdyne in 1966 and 1967 under
contract to the Air Force to investigate elimination of the ferric nitrate
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species in N.O,. Certain chemical additives or reagents were found which
would successfully inhibit N^O, flow decay. However, the effectiveness of
these additives was found to decrease with time, and additional effort would
be required to achieve an operational status.
Current studies have been directed toward the use of molecular sieves to
remove the iron nitrate prior to vehicle loading. Molecular sieves are
currently in use for a variety of filtering objectives, e.g., the removal of
moisture from gases. Although the purification of NTO is a recent application,
preliminary results indicate that in excess of 90%
 Of the suspended
iron nitrate can be removed by this process. Based on these results, molecular
sieves appear to be a promising solution to the problem of flow decay, and
additional development effort is warranted.
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